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24~OOO ft. OVER UANTERBUBY
by S. H. Georgeson

T HE,RE is no. P;llrticular merit about this per second down. I considered the tur
flight but It IS descnbed for those who bulence too great for comfort, and although

are interested in waves and wave flying. The I don't think the structure of the aircraft at
day of the flight was typical of the con- that stage was being over-stressed, I felt if
ditions which produce waves. A depression conditions became much more turbulent
centre was passing to the south of South damage could occur. I therefore turned
Island and a wann front approaching the downwind to the next wave.
Southern Alps across the Tasman Sea. A It is worth while noting here that to
N.W. arch was beginning to form along the progress upwind against waves was
Southern Alps at about 30,000 ft. and roll relatively easy. Normally this has been
clouds were forming at about 6,000 ft. in found extremely difficult in nOr'-west
the lee of the ranges. The aim of the flight conditions and I remember on one occasion
was to try and eQjoy some wave-flying and losing 10,000 feet in approximately 3-4
to try and leam a Iit.tIe more about how to miles. I entered lhls particular wave at
use the waves. Also, we can't have Philip about 6,000 feet and obtained good lift,
Wills holding our height records all the although it came in strong surges until the
time, and therefore we must at least try to 12,000 foot mark was reached. Here the
altet this situation. wind velocity appeared to decrease further

I therefore took off in the Weihe at 15.20 still and the air became smooth with
on March 24th, 1956. towed by John Neave, reasonably steady lift. I again had to resort
Chief Instructor of the Canterbury Aero to ridge-soaring technique in order to stay
Club. We passed through the first wave in the waves.
over the Waimakariri River at 4,000 feet. At 18,000 feet the base of the first
After the next downdraught had been lenticular cloud was reached. Considerable
passed through, the second wave was cloud cover was developing at this height
entered about half-way up the Eyrewell across the Canterbury plains and was due
forest and I released at 6,000 feet after to the lenticuIars becoming enlarged to such
steady lift had been encountered for one a degree that there was a very small gap
minute. At this height, flying at an airspeed between them. The 20,000-feet top of the
of 45 miles an hour, my position remained lenticular cloud was passed, but when
stationary over the ground. Lift was climbing up through the clear air between
approximately 5 feet per second, and after the two clouds I noticed small particlC'J
the 8,OOO-foot mark was reached I had to streaming off the lee of the lenticular in front
reduce speed continually in order to stay in of me and being carried through the valley
the same place. I was eventually flying at and ascending again through the lenticular
35 m.p.h. and making slight headway. so I which lay downwind. The sun shining on
had to resort to ridge-soaring technique in these particles was a wonderful sight as they
order to stay on the wave. came streaming past the aircraft. I assumed

At 9,500 feet the lift stopped. I therefore that these particles were ice because there
set off upwind and after passing through was no sign of moisture on the aircraft, nor
two waves arrived at 6,000 feet in the lee of was there any sign of ice except on the
Lees Valley and also in the lee of a roll inside of the canopy. This ice was produced
cloud. I could see that the front of the from my breath and after I had put the
cloud obviously had tremendous lift. I oxygen mask on at 16,000 feet it did not
therefore decided to enter the cloud in an become thicker.
effort to get forward to the leading edge. I was using the American Pressure
Conditions became extremely turbulent Demand equipment and apparently
with lifts and deops of 20 feet per second sufficient condensation was taking place in
shown on the variometer. It was very dis- the mask, thus prc;:venting the moist air
concerting at one moment with 20 feet per coming in contact with! the canopy. This
second up and at the next moment 20 feet Pressure Demand equipment seems com-
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Direction
0200

32Qo
3100

3000

2900

2800

300°
3000

280°

110° wind change,can QCcur in a few SCCQIlds
and the wind speed go up to 30-40 m.p.h.
This happened to J,felen, .my wife, when
c0ming into land in the Weihe one day" and
gave her a few interesting moments. Luckil'y
she realised what was happening and
managed to get within 45° ,of into-wind and
reduce drift sufficiently not to Cause
damage. This is a problem which local
pilots have to watch for all tbe time in these
conditions.

The interesting thing is the decrease of
wind with altitude; this is normally ~n
sidered an unsuitable condition for wave
flying, but fram this flight ,it is evident that
tbis is not alwa,Ys so.

This is, the wind information for
24.3.56.
Height (ft.)

1,000
2,000
3,000
5,000
7,000

10,000
14,000
18,000
24,000

f<?rtable t~ use '!ot I~w ,altit~des. The onl)'
disconcertIng thmg IS the Size of the mask,
which isa good deal larger than the BLB
type which I had used previously on wave
flights;

Above the top of the lenticular clouds the
brilliance was terrific due to the sunlight
being reflected from the clouds. The air
was completely clear except for cloud
which could have been the trailing edge of
nor'.west arch. The top of this appeared to
be about 30,000 feet. Wave lift became slo.w
at 24,000 feet and unfortunately I did not
have sufficient time, owing to commitments
on the ground, to allow me to carry out
further investigations. I was at this stage
flying in the fifth wave which for SOme
reason gave 2,000 feet more than the fourth
wave. I think 'considerably more height
could have been obtained by going back
upwind and into the nor'-west arch itself,
the leading edge of which was somewhere
over the Oxford, range.

Conditions would have been very cold
indeed if the cloud bad been entered at this
height, but in the clear air the sun Was
streaming through the cockpit canopy and
I was very comfortable in llying clothes, but
these would cer,tainly not have kept me
warm if I had been in cloud.

At 17.20 the ground was completely
obscured in front of me by cloud and behind
me the sky was broken as the lee-wave
lenticulars had not joined completely.

I pulled out the dive brakes and d.e
scended through cloud in order to try and
ascertain whether the cloud was formed by
ice crystals or supercooled water. Aga'in
the aircraft showed no signs of becoming
wet nor did any ice form. From tbe time I
pulled out the spoilers at 24,000 feet until I
landed on the ground was exactly 30
minutes. The high rate of descent was
achieved by using the lee of the wave. The
air was smooth until the 11,000 feet mark
Was reached. Here turbulence 'began again
and I had to reduce speed in order to make
flying reasonably c,omfortable. I also found
it was easier to, come down in circles rather
than flying straight and level. This seemed
t () make the turbll1ence less Severe.

Below is a table of wind SPeeds and
directions which were taken at Barewood
at a.bout 15.30 by the local Met. Office. The
easterly ground wind is tyPical in N.W.
conditions in eady stages of devClopmt;;nt.
Sometimes the N.W. wind does ;qot l'c<l.ch
the ground, but quite oftc~ it does and a
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RIDING THE MISTRAL
By Philip Wills (Reproduced with acknowledgment from "Flight")

BRIEFlNG time, the World Gliding and Provence. From here on the prospects
Championships at St. Yan aerodrome were exciting enough, since these mountains,

in central France, July 11th, 1956. roughly s~king fonn a series of parallel
"The task today", announced M. Eyraud spines running from west to east, forming

from the platform, "is a go'al race from St. the outlying spurs of the Hautes Alps domin
Yan to SI. Auban on the River Durance, a ated by Mont Blanc. These escarpments
distance of 302 kms. The aerodrome on thus face directly into the northerly Mistral
your -maps is called ChAteau-Arnoux. In and deflect it powerfully upwards, so that
view of the distance of this flight and the any sailplane reaching them must find very
mountainous nature of the route the strong lift on each windward face, and
retrieving mulers must follow, there will be strong wave fonnations over the whole area
no contest tomorrow." reaching heights certainly in excess of

There was a rustle of excitement amongst 20,000 ft.
his two hundred odd hearers, as M. Gerbier, The dish we were therefore offered was a
the meteorologist, took his place on the royal Macedoine de Fruits, containing
platform and pinned up his cabalistic almost all the major forms of upcurrents
charts. He turned at last to his ,expectant used by sailplane pilots: on the leg" to
audience and said: "Nous ovons aujord'hui Lyons thennal and cloud-flying, thereafter
la situation classique du Mistral." It was slope-soaring on a gigantic scale and wave
enough. We were given today the longest, flying. Never have sixty pilots strapped
most spectacular, and possibly the most themselves into their brightly-coloured
exciting goal race that had ever been offered cockleshells with livelier anticipation.
a Championship Meeting. "' "' "' "'

"' "' "'"' The 6O-mile flight as far as Lyons over the
The Mistral is a strange strong northerly Monts du Baujolais was a little more

wind that roars its way from Lyons for 160 difficult than we had expected, but most of
miles down the regal valley of the Rhone to us survived it. At the base of many of the
the Mediterranean. Either side of the valley cumulus into which I cireled I found large
is flanked by mountain chains, with the flocks of darting swallows, feeding on the
result that any north-westerly wind swanns of insects carried up in the warm
arriving at Lyons is funnelled and con- rising air from the sunny fields below; but
centrated into the deep groove of the valley the birds never followed the insects or me
and becomes a fast steady northerly stream, into cloud, being just as incapable as I
hot and dry in summer, cold and dry in would be to fly blind were it not for the'
winter. This rapid oorridor of air is also additional powers conferred on me by the
descending so that in summer it is quite magic properties of the gyroscope. After
cloudless, thus from a very great height the Lyons, forty more miles on a south-south
eye would see a river of cloudless hot air, easterly course and I would reach the
thirty miles wide and one hundred and sixty mountains, and all, I thought, wouldbe well.
miles long, cutting a straight line between It was a struggle, but I made it, and the
vast areas of sky dotted with cumulus and wide bowl of Valence opened up, of which
wave clouds on either side. the south-eastern part is boxed in by two

From the sailplane pilot's point of view, walls of mountain at right-angles to each
this corridor presented a serious problem, other rising up almost sheer to over 3,000 rt.
since there would be little lift to be found in But something had gone wrong, the
it, yet we had to cross it to reach our goal. situation was far from classic after all. The
Clearly the best plan would be to try and get meteorologists must have made some
round the northern end of it, over Lyons minute error in their forecast of the
itself, and then dash south-east to the virile moisture-content of the air, for instead of
mountain air of Drome, the Basses Alpes ranges of mountains rising sharp and hot
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The Du/ch pilot Toutenhoffd, flying his Skylark III over the Basses Alps. On July 11th pilots
,had to find their way through these mountains ITlIder a sheet ofcloud clamped aver their tops.

into clear air, with puffs of white cloud fin PQssibly above, such a pervading and
overhead, the view ahead on course con- turbulent shroud would obvio1!1sJy be
sisted of sinister black walls rising up and suicidal, since one would either fly bliEldly
disappearing into a complete sheet of grey into one of the myriad peaks, or else get
and black cloud. trapped over the clouds with no possibility

To offer oneself up to one of these of navigation and the eventual certainty of
frowning cliffs and be sucked up into, and finally having to descend again quite lost,
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over virtually unIandable country.
Our course lay south-east diagonally

over the mountains, but since this was
clearly impossible, the only alternative was
to try and keep to the westerly end of each
ridge, within reach of the Rhone valley, and
whilst keeping under cloud, climb high
enough on each face to enable one to dart
over it or round it on to the one behind it.
But this was not to be easy.

The lower half of each escarpment was
densely clothed in trees, the upper part bare
and jagged rocks, and there was no hope of
landing at the foot, whilst the wind was so
strong that, once pinned to the face, it was
impossible to force one's machine any
distance north again to reach kinder
country. And each succeeding mountain
waJI was partly "in irons" from the one in
front ofit, so that if one reached it more than
half-way down there would probably be no
lift at all, but a wildly turbulent cataract of
air which would sweep one helplessly down
to the rocky floor of the cleft below.

However, this was World Championship
flying, not a Sunday afternoon at Dunstable,
so after a lot of delicate juggling I got
myself pinned against the first battlement,
and was rapidly swept up, a span or two
away from the precipice, to the top.
Towards the east the razor edged ridge ran
up into the cloud-sheet, but whel'e I was
there was perhaps a 300 ft. gap through
which I could peer down wind, over the
precipitous valley of the Drllme to the next
range of Roche-Courbe, a 5,ooO-ft. moun
tain towering up invisible atld menacing
into the ceiling of cloud. And now I saw
something which put the lid on my troubles,
and made me realise my catalogue of woes
had so far been incomplete. Over the
valley of the Drome, looming and rotating
like a gigantic garden-roller, was the largest
rotor-cloud I have ever seen.

••••

fact, we had had a very good example at St.
Yan a few days before this flight, when 27
sailplanes went into one such cloud, reach
ing heights of up to 25,000 ft. without any
trouble arising.

But within the last few days explorers of
wave-systerns in the lee of mountain ranges
have come across layers of incredibly
turbulent air, frequently mark.ed by vast
untidy rollers of cloud called rotor-clouds.
These rotors can be seen by the naked eye
to be roiling over and over at high speed,
with rags of tortured cloud being flung over
and out at all levels, and in and underneath
them the air is tossed around with un
precedented violence. Last year in such a
cloud in the V.S. an exploring sailplane
quite suddenly literally disintegrated, in
spite of strength factors higher than those of
many aeroplanes, and the pilot had a
mitaculous escape by parachute. He found
himself falling with the nose of the glider
locked to his feet by the straps of his boots,
but when he pulled his rip-cord the jerk was
sufficient tQ pull his feet out ,of his laced
boots and he descended to safety.

Now I knew that the formidable monster
I could see was not likely to be such a killer,
since the mountains over which I was fiying
were far smaller than those of the
Californian Sierras, but in this case I was
faced with the problem of flying under it
whilst surrounded on nearly all sides by
invisible mountain peaks, at an altitude
insufficient to give me much chance of
finding a safe landing place should I be
forced down. t heard myself saying, "And
we do this for fun!" I decided to try out a
trick I had practised earlier in the year on
the smooth and friendly slopes of the Long
Mynd. The plan was possible because of a
miraculous little compass recently invented
by a gliding enthusiast at home which is
"dead-beat" and shows one's course
instantaneously at all times. Keeping to the
west end of my escarpment, where there

Most people still think that the most was a small gap of clear air between the
extraordinary and dangerous conditiosn crest and the cloud, I checked my compass
tackled by sailplane pilots are in cumulo- course on each tack of my beat and allowed
nimbus or storm-clouds, and certainly to myself to be drawn up blind into the cloud.
wrestle one's way up through the rain and Six minutes on 0500, turn, four minutes
hail and lightning of {)ne of these monsters on 3350, turn, six minutes ...• all the time
to heights in excess of 30,000 feet is exciting watching my rate-or-climb indicator like a
enough. But such great strides in instru- fascinated rabbit. Gr,een, up 5; gy:een, up 3;
ments and in design have been made since green, up 3-rapidlyand easily we gained a
the war that in fact large numbers of flights further 1,000 ft., then, blind, turned and
in these clouds have been made in the last held a grim southerly oourse. The climb
ten years without dangerous results. In turned to a descent, two or three minutes
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went by, and we broke cloud, over the
DrOme valley, safely south of the mountain
I had just left.

Suddenly there was ajar and a shock, and
my starboard wing fell into nothing. With
full opposite aileron we hung and slid in
space fOf what seemed an age. The next ten
minutes were unforgettable. Seven pilots
eventually completed this flight, and all of
them confessed they had never experienced
such wild turbulence before. Many wel'e
forced to land in the DrOme valley, and Bill
Ivans, the American holder of the world
altitude record in the Bishop wave in
California, bad his machine fall out of his
hands at sixty feet into a rocky field-it was
completely destroyed, and Bill cracked a
vertebra and was laid up in hospital in
plaster.

But my extra 1,000 ft. stood me in good
stead, and a shaken pilot reached the Roche
Courbe ridge in one piece, climbed, dodged
round behind it over the Jabron to the
Montagne de la Lance, and again over and
to the valley of the Eygues.

Here patches of blue sky began to show
between the mountains, and it became
possible to try and mount through the
rough air, up past the clouds to the wide
smooth waves in the blinding blueair above.
Since these waves would run due east, once
attained anyone of them would lead one in
blissful smooth silence straight over the
mountains to the goal in the valley of the
Durance to the east.

And this is what happened. With the
vulturine bald-headed Mont Ventoux to the
south marking my position exactly, I
struggled and slowly gained height in the

AICHII UTTLEDALE
(Army Gliding Club)

can get for you Of your aircraft
...c.plton.J rates of ;nsun-Me, includine lit. cover
without any .dditionl,t pM_i....

This is bec.use I am independent, and it ls 8'Iy job
'.0 knc:rw Itow 10 ge' ,,,- bed rales for ."Y type of
policy.
If you are not happy about your cove'. or your
premium" why nol ao. In·)' .d...ic.l Naturally J
charge no f...

My add...» i,:
69 NORTHFI£lD ROAD. THATCHAM,

n••r NEWIURY. Il£RKSHIRE,.1. I THATCHAM 3329

wild air, until quite suddenly I was over it,
riding in silky silence whilst below me the
clouds lay in enonnous ribbon-lik" rolling
masses from west to east like the warp
threads of an enormous loom.

I climbed to 10,000 ft. and set course
direct for the goal. The contTilst between
the struggle and the maelstrom I had left
and this last leg of the flight was almost too
dramatic to be real. It was nearly 7 o'clock,
and the sun was setting beyond the Rhone
valley to the west. To the south the clouds
dissipated and the brown and grey parallel
spines of PrOvence, like ranks of soldiers,
led the eye on to a distant blue circle which
was the Etang de Berre behind Marseilles.
To the north-east cloud-piercing snow
capped mountains swelled up to Mt.
Pelvoux and the massif dominated by ML
Blanc. Below and to the norJl-west was
my carpet of rolling cloud, dazzling white
and glowing pink in the sinking sun. In
absolute calm, in absolute peace, with a
whisper of silken air over the wings, I flew
at 10,000 feet and nearly 100 m.p.h. to the
goal which had seemed so impossible to
reach.

The valley and the blue Durante opened
up ahead, I jumped back two waves to the
Montagne de Lure, and there was the aero
drome, on the river bank. I put my gallant
Skylark into a steep dive and crossed the
line at nearly 100 m.p.h.

As I landed and got out, the hot gale
struck me in the face. The mistral, .. Une
situation classique flu Mislral". As I said
afterwards to M. Gerbier, he must have
been thinking of the more sombre classics,
such as Dante's Inferno?

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING
Jour"" of the Gliding F.d....tion of ,Ausll.li.

Editor: Allan Ash
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1~'l~l.
SAILPLANES FOR EVERY PURPOSE

NOW IN PRODUCTION!

BACKED BY 25 YEARS OF AIRCRAFT EXPERIENCE
Wri~ for free literature. prices. and delivery schedules.

2.:t2 Training Sailpla_This well proved two.place trainer is a lavorite lor c1~b

g'o~ps ..erywhere beca~u it is so sole and easy.ta.fly. Ideal lor airplane tow,
auto tow. or winch. Instruction is a pleasure-you get mo,e pilots saloed-more
ratings with a Schweize; 2-22.

Schweizer sailplanes hove earned on international respect lor their structural
soundness ... advanced design engineering and production craftsmanship
... modern ai,c'aft mOhrials and complete flight and laboratory tested ma'
teriol details.

1-23D High Performance Sailplane-Another c;'o~p of this famo~s oll·metal soil.
plane is in prod~ction. Holder cl mony wo,ld and notional ,ecords. the 1·230

is r~gged. easy.to-fly. and comlortable. The 1-230 delivers outstand·
ing perlormance and makes flying sheer joy.

EXCLUSIVE EXPORT REPRESENTATIVES

AVIQUIPO, INC.
2$ BEAVER STREET • NEW YORK 4. NEW YORK

Amsterdam Bangkok Brussels Buenos Aires Calcutta
Caracas Lisbon London Montreal New York Paris

Rio de Janeiro Santiago Sydney Toronto Washington, D.e.

.sf
/1.ii --. -.-....---- 1·26 Kit Sailplane

;.~~This is the easy way to get into modern metal Qircralt constr~ction ... with the
. . high perf.ormance Schweiur J ·26. Yo~ can b~i1d it yo~rselllrom kit components
-", without expensive tools, welding. 0' complicated jigs. Complete ready·to.f1y

, ' ships also ovoilahle.

'':~*'' ~~-'?'~""'!ii'~.
~~~.......--,; ......_:~:.~...:-..;.;,:-"-f'V"""'" ~ ~:
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FRENCH PILOTS IN THE WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS

The following let/er, commenting on an article In the French monthly
magazine "Aviasport", has been published in French ill the current issue of

that journal.

To the Editor, Aviasport, after Oerebro to say that, at 43, I was too
Livry-Gargan, Seine-et-Loire. old for gliding championships and had lost
Dear Sir, . my "cran" (guts).

I am sure I am speaking for an the com- Let me ten you, M. Sirretta, that folk who
peting nations when I say that we left St. go in for gliding, and who reach Inter
Yan feeling, that France had finally estab- national standards, must have "eran", and
Iished her place as amongst the top-rank once one has it one does not lose it. It is not
naIions in the world of gliding if not the a quality to be proud about; one just has it
very first. or not. I simply do not accept, and I am

In 1952 and 1954 Gerard Pierre and his sure no otlier pilot of any other nation who
colleagues had shown that French pilots has flown with Pierre and the others in
were amongst the world's best; now, in previous World Championships win accept,
1956, we saw that French aircraft, organis- that the reason for the poor placings France
atioo, meteorological and technical facilities achieved in 1956 were lack of "cran".
and above an the sporting spirit which You may know how interested I am in
animates the whole movement, were this problem of pilotage, still by (ar the
supreme. greatest mystery in gliding. Taking my own

Now in the August issue of your usually case, how was it that I was 10th at Samaden,
excenent magazine comes a shock-the 29th at Oerebro, 1st at· Madrid, 2nd a1
really bitter criticism and the attacks on the Camphill, 10th at St. Yan-whilst it is easy
competellce and even the characters of your to find still greater divergencies with other
1956 pilots. pilots? I talk of my own record, oot because

I remember some years ago reading with I want to be egotistical. but because I
horror of some international footban match naturally know more about it.
where the visiting team lost, and were Well, I have to abandon OerebrQ; there
frightened of what would happem to them were special reasons which must have made
when they returned home. I remember it non-representative. As for the rest, at
feeling what a travesty of so-called sport present the best I can assume is that the
these international eVents had become and factor ofluck can still move one's place by,
how glad I was that nothing of the kind say, 25 %, so that a potential World
could ever happen in our beloved sport of Champion may, in a field of 44 pilots, find
gliding. And now, it has happened. If! was himself reach any place from 1st to 11th.
a French enthusiast. I should feel very dis- This theory does not explain the French
inclined to put up my name for your 1958 result in 1956, so we must look further. You
team if I felt that, should I do badly, I would make other suggestions in Aviasporl which
be treated li~e this. I think cover all the possibilities, sO! may J

In the 1950 World Championships in analyse each one more closely.
Sweden I myself did very badly indeed, and LACK Of TRAlNING.-MacCready does
came out 21th out of 29 entries. Fortunately not fly gliders between one World
my colleagues did not say harsh tlUngs Championships and the next, and steps
about me; let me assure you that a glider straight into a strange machine each time.
pilot is his own worst critic and can safely Goodhart had only had one week-end
be left to torture himself when he performs flying the T-42 before he arrived at St. Yan,
badly. Instead, I was elected to fly again for because the machine only finished its tests
Great Britain in 1952, perhaps the greatest just prior to that. And I doubt ifhe had had
expression of confidence I have ever more than half a dozen week-ends, flying
received, and in Spain r became World this year-about as much as I had had. I do
Champion. How easy it would have been not of course know what blind-flying
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experience is available in France; certainly
this is required, but I certainly hate the
suggestion of a band of dedicated fanatics
going to a dare-devil course before each
Championships to be taught how to take
risks regardless ,of consequences. We do
not want World Gliding Championships to
be bracketed with the Imperial Games of the
time of Nero. Gliding has bigger values, and
a more important function, than that in the
future development of mankind.

PILOT BACKGROuND.-On the wbole, I am
inclined to agree that a good instructor will
not often make a good Championship pilot,
because the former has to dis<lipline his
flying between rather narrow limits, whilst
the latter has to be ready for anything, and
have a great flexibility of approach. But
then we sec Juez, the magnificent Juez,
flying a dear old Sky into second place at
SI. Van!

GflAHD SYiVAlII
; ,.

NRcRAFt.-I think I agree that the
Breguet 901 was probably the best 'cOm
petition aircraft at SI. Van. But most of us
would agree that MacCready would have
won in any of half a dozen other types
and the next 901 was 14th! So I conclude
that the advantage to be got out of a
splendid machine as compared to a merely
first-class one is rather small for the cost
involved, and where funds are limited one
might do 'better by spending the money in
other directions.

TEAM CONTROL-Here I come to the
aspect which I find most interesting of all.
l-et me tell you a story. When the British
team left England, facing a competition
against a French team flying On their own
ground, with a month's practice behind
them, with splendid aircraft and equipment
costing several times as much as ours, we

Guy Rousselet and Louis Trubert, in the new Breguet 904, represented Ft"ance in the
Two-seater Class.
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consoled ourselves by saying, half-jokingly,
"Oh well, the French can't win because we
hear they have 8-Channel radio!"

For some years now several people,
particularly MacCready himself, have been
saying that the time would soon arrive when
the individual pilot would have no chance
in World Championships flying against a
team flying as a learn, exchanging inform
ation ,between themselves in the air, ,and
receiving radio information and even in
structions from the ground. I have not felt
so sure.

From several of your r'Cmarks in Avia
sport one can read that this general plan was
in fact tried out by the French team at St.
Yan. If so, it clearly failed, and we can
learn much by its failure. But certainty, if
this is so, and it did fail, it was a planworth
trying, and we must be grateful to France
for the lesson.

It would therefore be of great value to all
of us if we could have answers to the
following questions.

(I) What use of radio was made by the
French team at St. Yan? Did they
use 8 Channels and if so how?

(2) How much information did they
interchange air-to-air?

(3) How much information did they get
from the ground, and from whom?

(4) Did they receive anything in the
nature of instructions from the
ground af'er take-off?

(5) Did they receive anything like
instructions from their Team Captain
be/ore take-off?

You sa}' that "Pierre flew like a good
civil-servant", that "the French team
followed each other in a Queue like little
dogs". If this was so, was it through their
own wish. or because it had been previously
decided that they should do so?

In the answers to these questions may be
the reasons for the poor results achieved,
and if so, the reasons were not inglorious
ones. One tries out a bold plan: it fails, one
has learnt something of value. If 1956 has
shown that in gliding the individual is still
supreme, what a magnificent lesson to have
learnt, in this age where the individual is in
so many fields being remorseles~ly sub
merged.

PHILlP WILLS.

The famous and reliable PER A V I A barograph. Models for sail
planes (left) and for.aeroplanes (right). - For details write to:

PERAV,~A LTD. BERNE I SWITZERLAND
..
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The PIK-3
by Carl-Eric Calas

(Helsinki)
This account of the smallest sailplane

flying i/l the 1956 World Championships is
Iranslated from the magazine "Aero", of
l\lfunich.

T HE PIK (Polyteknikkojen .Ilmail~ker~o)
was founded at the Techmcal UruversJty

of Helsinki on March 26th, 1931. At first
old and well-tried sailplanes, such as the
Grunau Baby, were built and flown. Later,
with the introduction ofaviation technology
into the teaching programme, there began
an intensive project activity under the
direction of :Professor Arvo Ylinen. The
PIK series began in 1945 and the PIK-3,
completed at that time, was the first type to
be produced in series_

All plK types, except the PIX-IO, were
built by amateurs without mechanical
equipment, under often very difficult
circumstances, in a small cellar 8 x 3
metres in size. Our enthusiasm eased our
task considerably.

The PIK-3 of Lars Norrmen and I1kka
Lounama is intended as a small and simple
sailplane for performance and practice
flights. In the design it was endeavoured to
achieve good flying performance with small
dimensions, without thereby making its
construction complicated and expensive.

All the gliding clubs in Finland had to be
capable of building it.

The original idea g~s back to the year
1940; the design work was concluded by the
end of 1945. The prototype made its first
test flights in the summer of 1950.

The PIK-3 is a cantilever high-wing air
craft of wood construction, with a straight,
single-spar wing of trapeze-shaped outline
with rounded ends, made in two parts. The
wing is fitted wi~h flaps between the aileron
and the centre-line of the fuselage. The
ailerons drop with the flaps to the extent ·of
70 ; their greatest deviation is 200.

The fliselage is of wood; it has an oval
cross-section with plywood covering
throughout, a jettisonable plexiglass hood
as far back as the spar, and a landing wheel
behind the centre of gravity with a skid in
front of it. The tail is cantilever; fin and
stabilizers are covered with plywood;
elevators can be trimmed.

The construction of the flaps appeared
too complicated in relation to the advant
ages they gave; consequently the production
model, PIK-3b, evolved by Ansh. Koskinen,
was made without flaps.

Span, 42 ft. 8 in.; wing surface, 140 sq. ft.;
aspect ratio, 13. Empty weight, 287 lb.;
all-up weight, 507 lb.; wing loading, 3.63
Ib./sq. ft. Best gliding angle, 1 in 26 at 40.4
m.p.h.; minimum sink, 2 ft. 3 ins. peT sec.
at 37.3 m.p.h.; maximum speed, 143 m.p.h.
(For metric equivalents, see table on pa~e

240).

The PlK 3
OJ the
World
Championships,
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by A. Markwalder

The EIfe M.

TheElfe
allhe
1956 World
Championships.

invented by the numerous "spotters", and
we can well take it as referring to the
weight. Its gigantic weight is due to the
deliberate use of certain materials and the
manner of construction.

The mosl heavily-loadedmachine in Ihe 1956 These disappointments resulted in my
World Gliding Championships, and ad- deciding-and this time alone-to take
miltedly designed for "more-than-average upon myself the gigantic work of detailed
speed flying.characteristics", the Swiss "Elfe design and calculation. So the Elfe M was
M" finished 8th out or 45 e11tries in the slowly conceived. A. Neukom began at the
single-seater class, flown by Hans Nietlis- same time with its construction-this was
pach. The following translatioll is from the in January, 1954. The work of construction
"Swiss Aero Revue" ofAugust, 1956. and design was carried out exclusively in

spare time. By January, 1956, the skeleton

O N the afternoon of June 14th, 1956, the of the fuselage was made, the wing-spars
Elfe M left the ground for the first were roughly assembled and most of the

time. After a short launch the thin wings ribs made; about 2,500 hours of spare-time
bent lightly upwards; the first contr<>I work had been put in.
movements under air loads Were set going, Then came the great crisis. Aircraft were
and the aircraft pJ'oceeded to climb behind wanted for the World Championships. A
the tug to the release height of 1,200 m. recommendation of Dr. H. Njetlispach to
(4,000 ft..). The succeeding glide of about the Soaring Flight Commission, that
20 minutes served for testing all the controls financial help should be given to speed up
and the air brakes. the construction of the Elfe M, was

First of all, I would like to go briefly over accepted. The almost impossible feat was
the history of the development of the Elfe attempted of getting the Elfe M into the air
types. The EIre I, with only 9 m. span in time for the Warld Championships. This
(29 ft. 7 ins.) and 43 kg. empty weight (95 was made possible through the expenditure
lb.) already exhibited performances like the of 2,000 hours' labour.
machines of its time. A further variant of Aerodynamics
the Elfe I was built with a span of I I m. The laminar profiles, specially developed
(36 ft. 1 in.) and flown with success. In the by Dr. W. Pfenniger (now in the U.S.A.)
years 1946-47 the Elfe II took shape with for the wings and tail surfaces, were taken
laminar profiles which Dr. W. Pfenniger over unaltered from the EIfe 1I and Elfe
had developed specially. This machine Ill; they are thus ten years old already. The
unfortunately soon crashed. fuselage lines were modified, but the

In the year 1951 the construction of th~ sections of the basic shape were retained.
Elfe Ill, commissioned by Max Schachen- The 15.4 m. span of the Elfe n and the 16 m.
mann, was begun; it is now known by tlte of the Elfe In were increased to J7.5 m.
name of "Super-Elfe". This name was (57 ft. 5 in.) for the Elfe M at Dr:.
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Pfenniger's wish. The chord lengths were The jettisonabLe hood is smoothed into
retained, so that the aspect ratio rose from the fuselage outline and is of generous size
21.4 to 24.15. to give good vision all round. All the

The ground plan of the wing is ofelliptical controls are actuated throughout with rods.
shape. The profile thickness is 13.3 %in the Tests by the Air Office showed extra
middle of the wing, and at tbe tips 10.5 % ordinary rigidity.
with the greatest thickness at about 45 % For the Eife M, stress group 2 was
chord, and with different curvatures. Since chosen; this group allows cloud-flying and
laminar profiles keep their optimal simple aerobatics.
minimum drag over only a small range of Posjtive load factor + 4, negative - 2
incidences, narrow camber-<:hanging flaps up to dynamic pressures of 220' kg./sq.m.,
were fitted over the whole wing-span, thus or about 214 km./h. at sea level with safety
allowing the optimal range to be broadened. factor of 2.

The perfonnance calculations gave the Maximum speed in tow, 180 km./h. (112
following results:- m.p.h.); in moderate gusts 200 km./h.

Gliding angle I in 44 at about 100 km./h. (124 m.p.h.); in strong gusts, 80 km./h.
Minimum sink 0.54 m./sec. at about (50 m.p.h.).

70 km./h. with a wing loading of 26.5 Span, 17.5 m. (57 fL 5 in.); wing area,
kg./sq. m. 13.2 sq. m. (142 sq. ft.); aspect ratio, 23.13.

Sinking speed I m./sec. at 135 km./h. Horizontal tail surfaces, 1.31 sq. m. (14.1
(84 m.p.h.); 0.77 m./s. at 116 km./h. sq. ft.); vertical 0.94 sq. m. (10.1 sq. ft.);
(72 m.p.h.). both with "lever arm" (Abs/and) of 5.2 m.

As with the EIfe n and Elfe Ill, so with (17 ft. I in.).
the first flights of the Elfe M, the calculated Weights (actually measured):-
performances were attained. Component kg. lb.
Detailed Design Wing centre section. . 120 265

As the Elfe M had to be capable of being Outer wings (each 25.5 kg.) 51 112
built b~ individuals without a mechanically Fuselage with instruments.. 76.5 169
equipped workshop or special fittings, it Horizontal tail surfaces 66 13
was decided not to incorporate the shell- Hood 6.5 14
type con$lruction of the wing which had -- --
been adopted fot' the Elfe IU. The three- Empty weight 260 573
part wing, with a middle section of 8.4 m. -- --
(27 ft. 7 in.) and two outer sections, was Normal payload, 90 kg. (198 lb.); all-up
given a single spar upon which ribs were weight, 300 kg. (770 lb.); wing loading, 26.5
fixed before and behind at intervals of kg./sq. m. (5.43 Ib./sq. ft.). Maximum pay
13 cm. (5.1 ins.),. and Which was covered load 117 kg., givin~ wing loading of 28.5
with plywood. Diagonal plywood covering kg.lsq. m. (5.8'3 Ib./sq. ft.).
the inner wing is 3 mm. thick, and on the According to calculations all load cases
OUIer wings 2.5 mm. tapering to 1.5 mm. are met. For the wing, the positive and
The spar width in the mid-line of the negative pull-Quts are decisive; for the
fuselage is 33 cm. (13 ins.). A spar at the fuselage and tail, sudden application of
leading edge and at the trailing edge, which controls. The comparatively thick plywood
has ·also to carry the control fittings, surfaces, which are necessary for laminar
facilitates greatly the covering of the wing, flow over the upper surfaces, give good
as the plywood does not have to be carried security against flutter, according to the
round the leading edge. The tail surfaces calculations.
are similarly constructed. The empty weight of the Elfe M, 260 kg.

The fuselage cross-frames and longerons with 17.5 m. span as against the 310 kg. and
are placed at intervals of 10 cm. (4 ins.), and 16 m. of the Elfe Ill, could only be attained
are covered with diagonal plywood 1.2 mm. by eltact carrying-Qut of the design and by
thick. The cockpit is of generous dimen- good co-operative work.
sions; even big pilots have full elbow-room. In conclusion it should be pointed out

There is no retractable wheel such as in again that the Elfe M. is designed for home
the Elfe Ill; launchings and landings are construction. Experience has shown that
done on a skjd sprung with sponge rubber. about 4,500 hours' work is needed, and the
Further, the pedals and seat-back are not cost of raw ma1erials is about 4,:500 Swiss
adjustable. francs (equivalent to £370).
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SAILPLANES 1956

Type Designer Builder
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Wing Profile
rool, lip

Breguet 90ls
Skylark 3

Sky

F. N. Slingsby

F. N. Slingsby

Breguet 17.3 15.0 20. 230 415 28. 35* 80 .65*- 70 220NA-CA 63
Sliogsby 633-620
Sailplanes 18.0 16.1 20.5 248 359 22.2 32 74 .56 65 200 4415
Slingsby---- -- Gii~ 549
Sailplanes 18.0 17.3 18.7 250 363 21. 30 74 .61 63 188 NACA2R,12

Olympia Eon IV EUiotts of ----643618
Newbury 16.8 15.0 17.7 258 354 23.6 36 83 .67 55 644421

65 .70 60 230 Go 69313.0 13.0 13.0 130 230 17.7 26

I Zugvogel Scheibe ---SCheibe 63 2616
~ Flugzeugoau 16.0 13.9 18.3 220 345 24.7 34 80 .58 65 200 63.614
I Go.549 mod.

Orao IIc Cijan & Obad Letov 19.0 17.8 20.3 365 455 25.4 37· 83 .61* 77 220 RAF-34 mod.
PIK 3 Koskinen Flying Club,

ValliJa

E. Schweizer Schweizer
Aircraft 18.3 21.4 15.6 333 508 23.7 30· 84 .67* 215

18.0 18.2 17.8 195 335 18.4 29
Go 549

76 .58 76 210 M 12Weihe
iaskolka

Breguet 904
Schweizer 2-25

H. Jacobs
Kostia,
Sandauer,
Skarbinski

Breguet
16.0 13.6 18.8
20.0 20.0 20.

330 24.4 27
350 630 31. 37

82 .75
90 .65

58 250 NACA 43012
75 220 NACA 63

T-42B

Kosava

F. N. Slingsby SJingsoy - -- --633618
Sailplanes 17.8 21.2 14.8 318 545 25.7 31 80 .61 78 260 4412

Kisoric, Hic, Ikarus Go 549 mod.
Karapandzi; 19.1 21.1 17.3 372· 562 26.6 33· 90 .61· 76 220 CAGI 731 mod.

* Performance figures obta'ined from flight test; o.thers are estimated. This Table is reproduced, with acknowledgements, from
O.S.T.I.v. News, June, 1956.



MORE CHAMPIONSHIP SAILPLANEs
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Bergfalke If 16.6 17.7 15.6 240 420 23.8 28.8 78 0.68 65 150

Kranich III 18.3 21 15.9 320 520 25 31 0.70 185

H.K.S.I .. 19 18.3 19.7 300 520 28.4 40 200

Bocian .. 18 20 16.2 330 500 25 26 82 0.80 72 200

Condor IV 18 21 15.4 310 500 23.8

Geier 17.8 15.8 20 255 375 23.8 32 75 0.55 60

Eolo .. 20 16 25 280 400 25 43? 90 0.54 82

Elfe PM.3 16 12 19.2 235 404 33.6 39'.5 100 85 240

CONVERSIONS: 20 m.=65.6 ft.; 500 kg.=I,102 lb.; 25 kg./sq.m.=5.12 lb./sq. ft.;
lOO krn./h. =62.14 m.p.h.

The Swiss "Elfe MU
described on pages 238-239
lhis issue by A, Markwalder
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the longest distance of 140 miles to a point
on the beach in front ofWalmerCastle, near
Deal. His fil'8t really good bit of lift, which
took him to 7,500 ft., was found just before
Basingstoke; bl,lt he nearly had to land just
beyond Tunbridge Wells. He regained
3,000 ft. at Dover and used it to glide to
Deal.

Senior Aircraftman T. P. Docherty
(Moonrakers), with 135 miles in the Gull
IV, landed short of Deal at the Duke of
York's Royal Military School at Guston.
He went into cloud straight off the launch,
and thereafter never 'got below 2,500 ft. He
reached the coast at 5,000 ft. over Hyt~"e,

and a thermal from Dover took: him out
over the sea to 3,500 ft. (S.A.e. Docherty
obtained all three Silver C legs during the
Whitsun camp.) .'

Sergeant Jobting (East Midlands) made
132 miles and Sergeant "Andy" Gough
(Wessex) 127. Gough reached the o;;oast at
Begnor, much earlier than the others, and
then soared along in successive thermals
coming up from the South Downs, each of
which took him out over the coast while he
was climbing in it. He landed at Hawkinge
after Jt hours.

Wednesday was just a rainy day. Then on
Thursday things were not too ea~y, and Fig.
Off. K. C. Fitzroy (Moonrakers) soon came
down at Andover in the GulllV. But he was
determined to do better, although the
retrieve took five hours; so at 5 p.m. he set
off again from Netheravon and this time
reached RedhilI. 72 miles away, by 7 p.m.
There was widespread strato-cumulus, with
some cumulusclol,lds pushing up through it,
but the only good lift lower down was ftom

The First R.A.F. Gliding Championships

SEVEN gliding clubs, 16 sailplanes and 75
camJ)ers, including pilots and ground

crews, took part in the first R.A.F. Gliding
Championships ever to be held, from July
28th to August 6th. The airfield at Nether
avon, on Salisbury Plain, where they
camped, has a history going bai:k to 1912,
bat here was something it had never seen
before-at least, not until a ten-days'
Whitsun raIly held this year by some of
these R.A.F. Clubs. '

Netheravon is now an R.A.F. Police
depot, specialising in the handling of police
dOiS rather than aircraft. Their Com
manding Officer generously offered the use
of the various messes in the aerodrome
buildings, but Wing Cmdr. N. W.
Kearon, deputy chairman of the R.A.F.
Gliding and Soaring Association, whowas in
charge of the camp, thought this would
have split up the individual teams, whereas
in a tented camp, with its own kitchen, all
ranks could mess together. So they set up
camp on the opposite side of-the.aerodrome.

The clubs and sailplanes taking part
were:-

East Midlands Gliding Club (RA.F.
Swinderby) with Olympia and Grunau
Baby; St. Athan, with Kite I and Tutor;
Home Counties (Biggin Hill) with Grunau;
Four Counties (Wittering) with Grunau;
Windrushers (Bieester) with Olympia and
Prefect; Wessex (Andover) with Olympia,
two Grunaus and T-21 two-seater; Moon
rakers (Lyneham) with Gull IV, Tutor and
T-31; and an extra Tutor.

The Championships were divided into
three separate classes according to sailplane
performance; the Olympias and Gull IV
were in Class A; Grunaus, Prefect and T-21

'in ClassB; and Tutors and T-31 (flown solo)
in Class C.

The violent gales of the first week.-end UP~f Photograph (.;/tk pilot lit cockpil) L. 10 R.:
prevented any launches, and, ,even .00 S.A.e. Walto", Jun. Tech. Coekerell, Jun. Tech. While-

M d J I, 30th "very'one s attentlOn' hall, L.A.C. Lee, S.A.e. Bough, Fg. Off. Swoffer. Fg.on ay, u y , " Off. £IUs, Jun. Tech. eoo~r, Sap~r Johnson, Sap~r
was. still needed to keep the tents from Solomon, Cpl. Honon.
blowing away. Then on Tuesday, July 31st, Lower Photograph L. to R. standing:- Mr. Page, Fg.
came the best day of the contest, when all Of!. Gouid, Flt. Lt. Hareourt, Fg. Off. Fitll'oy, Sgt.
four machines in Class A were flown to the Gough. Capt. Fjfejield, Fg. Off· Swoffer, Sqn. Ur.
(ar end of Kent. Scorer, Fg, Off. Ellis, Jun. Tech. Brimjield. Seated:

S.A.e. Doeherty, FI!. Off. Ross, Wg. Cdr. KeorQn,
Fig. Off. D. H. Ellis (Windrushers) made Sgt. Andrews.
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aerodromes, such as Greenham 'Common
and Aldermaston, which had been bathed
for some minutes in one of the rare patches
of sunlight.

On ,Friday, August 3rd, an enormous
cumulus cloud built up over Netheravon
so big, that, for once, more than one sail
plane could be allowed into it at a time,
The wind took pilots towards the SOuth
Coast.

Saturday, Augu~t 4th, was an interesting
but difficult day, with the wind again blow-,
ing towards the coast. Andy Gough went
to New Romney golf course, 120 miles, in
5 hou£s" 'spending much time in clouds and
reaching 6,400 ft. FIt. Lt. C. 'M. Harcourt
(WindnlShers) reached Hastings, 104 miles,
and Wing Cdr. Kearon (Wessex) took the
T·21 Sedbetgh with a passenger, Corporal
Le Roy, 52 miles to Chichester. Wing Cdr.
Kearon noted that the cumulus clouds were
building and decaying in quick time, and
their life was so s110rt that it was difficult to
reach them in time to use the lift; this was
due to high cloud, moving in the same
direction, causing them to die out.

Sunday, August 5th. the last flying day,
provided Fig. Off. Fitzroy with an 'oppar-

tunity for Gold C altitude in a cu-nim, but
he had first to be towed in the direction
of Bournemouth way to reach soarable
air. Eventually he found what he wanted,
climbed to 12,500 ft., descended again, and
finished up at Brooklands. Sqn. Ldr. C.
Scorer (Wessex) took a Grunau 95 miles in
3! hours to the other side of Tunbridge
Wells. Next day there was so much rain,
with eu-nim nearly oovcl'ing the sky, that it
was decided to pack up the gliders and take
them home.

Thus, in spite of much frustrating
weather, the first R.A.F. Gliding Cham
pionships got off to a pretty good start, with
everyone taking every possible opportunity
to fly. And incidentally the retrieving crews
gave themselves much useful instruction in
map-reading, even if they couldn't all join
in the flying. Only one piece of equipment
was lacking-trophies for the winners, but
it is hoped to raise something by next year.

A.E.S.

(Reproduced in part, with permission,from
"The Aeroplane".)

Final Results
Class A.,

Club Sailplane Pilots Points

1. Windrushers Olympia FIt. Lt. Harcourt & Fig. Off. Ellis 2,880
2. Wessex Olympia. Sgt. Gough 2,737
3. Moonrakers Gull IV .Flg. Off. Fitzroy & S,.A.C. Docherty 1,654
4. East MidlandS Olympia Fit. Lt. Perks & Fig. Off. Spottiswood 900

Class B.
I. Wessex Grunau Baby Fit. Lt. Alien 3,2J 1
2. Wessex Grunau Baby Sqn. Ldr. Scorer 2,220
3. Wessex Sedbergh Wi,ng Cdr. Kearon 1,910
4. Home Counties Grunali Baby Fig. Off Coulson & Sgt. Andrews 1,785
5. Four COtfnties Grunau Baby Fig. Off. Ross & Fig. Off. Gould 1,653
6. St. Athan Kirby Kite I PIt. Lt. Bridson & FIg. Off. Morgan 1,446
7. Windrushers Prefect FIg. Off. Swaffer & Capt. Fifield J,306
8. East Midlands Grunau Baby Fit. Lt. Dandie & Fit. Lt. Ross 478

Chiss C.
I. Moonrakers Tutor Fig. Off. QIBrien
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From Grand Prairie, Te;ras, tile site ofthis
yetlr's United States National Soaring
Contest, we haw! received daily bulletins
published on the spot by mostly anonymous
authors. From these we have taken the
following extracts and added short lists of
each day's leading competitors and the full
list of final results. Among those taking part
were R. C. "Jock" F'orbes, who flew for
Britain in the first three World Champion
ships after the war and is now Editor of
"Soaring", and Peter Stickland, of CalUlda,
Editor of"Frel? Flight", with more Canadians.

D:lRTY-SEVEN shining shimmering' high
.J: perfonnance sailplanes, piloted by the
pride of America's motorless flight experts,
glitte~ in the bright blue of a typical Texas
soaring sky as this great ~3rd Natisnal went
with a bang today, July 31st. Never before
in all the nearly quarter-century history c.f
this, America's greatest aviation sporting
event, have so many and such a great variety
of high perfonnance sailplanes been seen in
a tournament.

July 315t.-Today was a task, Goal and
Return: Grand Prairie to Mineral Wells,
Texas, and back. Shortly after 11.00 the
first eager pilots went to the sky and by
14.00 the Hne of47 flyers were on the way in
the I 25-mile R.T. Weather was semi-super,
6,000 ft. cloud bases going on to 9;000 in-the
later p.m. A mean but refreshing cross
wind blew from the south, producing some
thing of a sawtooth-like track. The lift
iudicated as much as 1,500 f.p.m. in some of
the full-grown thennals. Paul Schweizer,
one of the higber scorers, .complained of
being severely pressed into his seat as he
rode one of .the altimeter winder-uppers.

This was the most thrilling mass flight- of
returning ships that has ever been seen in a
contest event. Hundreds of observers were
electrified by the drama of this race's finish
as Dick Johnson and John Novak an
Ilounced the "blow-by-blow" finish. As
many as four ships at a time were screaming
in low over the finish line; neck and neck
they came, each straining for that split
second advantage.

TWENTY-THIRD AMEBI~AN

SOARING ~ONTEST

AT THE TURNING POtNT.-There wer¥ no
screaming finishes at this end of the run
.only a couple of slow, reluctant landings:
one by Ray Jackson in his 1.23 and the
other by Joe Lincoln in his Baby Bowlus.
However, there was lots to be seen in the
clouds. At one point, every Cu was serving
as a background for at least one sailplane.
Coverdale came streaking in from the east,
hard~y pausing to note the position of ,the
panels, and streaked off again. Lyle in the
Jenny Mae and Simmons in the Humming
bird also looked like they were wasting little
time over the field. Actually, our major
problem besides squinting through the
glasses (courtesy of Coverdale) to separate
the sailplanes from the hawks from th~ spots
before our eyes, was to try to keep cool.

As of the end of the first day, here's how
top guys stand:-
I. Maxey (Jenny Mae) ; . 1,000
:Z. Thomson (RJ-5) 887
3. Bikle (1-23) .. 845
4. Schweizer (I-23F) 7~8

5. Smith (/-21) .. 768
6. Swierkowski (Nimbus 11) 755
7. Mancuso (LK lOA) 746
8. Coverdale (Skylark II) 742
9. Forbes (Weihe) 735

10. Sawyer (Nimbus II) .. 730
August 15t.-Thoughts soon turned to the

current weather pros.peets wh:ch were
slightly djmmed by a scattered deck of
Alto-Cu thrown up by evening thunder
·storms. Nevertheless, tbe open day was
retained as scheduled and the pilots drifted
off to their incense and crystal balls to tell
them what sort of flight to shoot for. The
clouds cleared somewhat and sustaining
thermals greeted the early launchers, who
were soon out of sight downwind.

The lights burned late in contest head
quarters that night as taIls kept coming in
from pilots and crews, the last comlectiortS
not being made until after 10 p.m. Score
keepers were up until 2 a.m. computing
distances, bonus points and cumUlative
scores. When the smoke cleared, Lyle
Maxey was still leading the scoring with
1,000 points for the day, by pulling a 343-
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of the meek seeing what was ahead, beat
back to the starting point. Others pressed
courageously ahead toward Lake Wbimey,
the second turn; a few gave up the race and
settled for M. Wells. Spiralling up and
drifting back, a dozen ships struggled
onward at a snail's pace. Thomson and his
sleek RJ·5 had masterfully escaped the take
off area without a put-in. He would shoot
tIDs course in par, if possible. His was the
only flight to pass over the Whitney turn,
his was the No. I flight of the day, his were
the 1,000 maximum score points.
I. Maxey (Jenny-Mae) ..
2. Schreder (1-23]»
3. Thomson (RJ-5)
4. Bikle (1-23) ..
5. Schweizer (I-23F)
6. MuIloy (1-23) ..
7. Forbes (Weihe)
8. Smith (1-21) ..
9. Sawyer (Nimbus II) ..

10. CoverdaIe (Skylark II)

mile goal flight to Wichita, Kansas,
municipal airport out of his hat. He landed
in a thunderstorm just a few minutes before
Dick Schreder (who named the same gQal
for his 1-23D), and thus Lyle earned first
call at a possible new National Goal record,
exceeding the 333 miles set by Wally
Wiberg, in 1951, by more than the required
10 km.

Take-off time and course seemed to play
a large part in success on this day. Many
wen: forced down by storm activity ill.
northern Texas and Oklahoma. Nellt best
flight was by Coder in the Weihe who made
a goal to Enid, Oklahoma (256 miles).
Bikle maintained 3rd position by "floating
around the skies" until he landed at Roaring
Springs, Tellas (264 miles).

At the end of two days, the scores are:-
1. Maxey (Jenny-Mae) . . . . 2,000
2. Schreder (I-23D) 1,657
3. Bilde (l-23) .. 1,474
4. Coder-Janck (Weihe) 1,441
5. Thomson (RJ-5) 1,350
6. SChweizer (I-23F) 1,303
7. Forbes (Weihe) 1,210
8. Smith, S. (1-21) 1,153
9. Miller, D. (1-23) 1,143

10. CoverdaJe (Skylark) . . 1,126

August 2nd.-The Contest Board thought
to make the 3rd day's task a bit more
difficult, so they posted a 300-km. triangle
run.

At what ordinarily would be take-off
time, JP (Jupiter Pluvius,) unfurled a big
Alto-Cu umbrella which shaded beautifully
an area of about 30 miles surrounding the
take-off site. Then the old stinker baited the
trap. Around the perimeter of the shaded
area he put a frosting of nice building eu's.
His object was to entice the early starters
into trying a run Qut from the shade. Many
a man big and bold fell for this. Not hard,
but they fell all the same-right back to
start a secopd time, sadder, later, and (we
hope) wiser. A few did escape the cool
area but at a great price in time.

Those pilots able to extract themselves
from this Quagmire of sticky shade, (Qund
the going a bit more to their liking along
the fint 62-mile leg of the course to Mineral
Wells, the first turning point. But "Jup"
was setting up further road blocks along the
second upwind leg. Here he turned on his
blowers, huffing and puffing he'd blow sOme
of the lOP scorers' house down.

Some 25 ships made the first turn; a few
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diamond distances. Gold and diamond goal
legs went as easy as circuits around the
airdrome. Nothin' to it.

A NEW TWO-PLACE RECORD.-Harold
Hutchinson and passenger, in his LK,
barely beat Texas Soaring Association's
own Dave Malkemus and his passenger in a
P-R, into Tulsa, Oklahoma's Muny Airport.
This little caper was good for' a beat of Dave
Johnson's National Two-Place Goal Record
of 221 miles. The Tulsa ~slance was good
for 280 miles. Interestingly enough, neither
of these pilots knew the other was in the air.
They arrived over the goal with 10,000 ft. in
hand, but stayed aloft awaiting this scalding.
hot day tD cool down a bit before landing.
It was in the landing pattern that each
discovered the other, but Hutch was cleared
to land number one.

The best score of the day was Del Miller's
great 351-m.ile flight to a goal at Eureka,
Kansas. This equalled but did not exceed
Maxey's record goal flight to Wichita,
Kansas, made earlier in this contest.
Thomson put in also at Eureka but he had
nominated another goal. Maxey had the
longest flight, just under 400 miles, but
Miller's goal bonus of 20% pushed him
over for the 1,000 points of the day.
Maxey's big flight held him safely in the
No. I spot for the fifth consecutive day,
and tak'e my wQrd for it, he will be a hard
man to dislodge.

Hutchinso,n ."!-oved int~firsl place in the
two-seater dIVISIon but WIth Dave Johnson
within shooting distance. These two-seate.r
boys are really slugging it ou.t for the nice
silver trophy given by Mr. Willis Naudane.
YOUJlg Ross Briegleb completed his Gold
C and becomes, as far as we know, tbe
youngest man in the WOrld to hold this
coveted honour.

1. Maxey (Jenny Mae) ..
2. Thompson (RJ.-5)
3. Bikle (1-23) ..
4. Schreder (I-23D)

August 3n1.-The Contest Board, con
cluding that yesterday's task of 300 km.
around had overmatched the pilots, thought
to make this fourth day a bit ·easier. High
winds and late starting had made it im
possible for anyone to go the entire distance.
So we will repeat the first day trip-Goal
and Return to Mineral Wells and oad:, 124
miles.

H;1PPY days are here again; Texas
weather starte<;i" back to living up to its
reputatiol). Thirty-three shipS put out to
sea, ten or sO either took a day of rest or put
off in search of gold and diamond legs. Of
the 33 tryers making off along the course,
exactly 20 accomplished it. Desert man
Bi..kle fOlllld it exactly to his liking-best
conditions of the contest so far he thought.
His average was 41.2 m.p.h.-not fast to be
sure, but good all the same for the top score
of 1,000 points for the day.

Thomson in the RJ-5 buzzed in across the
finish line just seconds behind Bikle for an
average of 40..25 m.p.h. Hutchinson was
hot as a tWQ.dollar pistoJ in his bunny-nose
LK carrying a co-pilot for the third best
time-even exceeding Maxey's score.

We think one ,of the most outstanding
performances in this contest is that of
young Ross Briegleb, our 17-year-old lad
from sunny California. See his name there
in 11 th place: imagine that for a lad of b.is
tender years! What's more, he is flying
against this country's very best airmen. His
sleek BG-12 designed by his dad Gus, is the
prototype of this new line of Briegleb sail
planes.
I. Maxey (Jenny Mac) .. 3,719
2. Schreder (I-23D) 3.412
3. Bikle (1-23) .. 3,333
4. Thornson (RJ-5) 3,3;Z6
5. Schweizet (I-23F) 2,937
6. Mulloy (1-23)., 2,750
7. Smith, Stan (1-23) 2704
8. Sawyer (Nimbus 11) . . 2:672
9. Forbes (Weihe) 2,667

10. Coverdale (Skylark 11) 2,659
11. Briegleb Jnr. (BG-12) 2,636 August 6th.-After Saturday's killer-

diller distance day, Sunday's big Air Show
August 4th.~396 - 351 - 351 - 341 -,338 - and the TSA-BQ and husking bee-we were

330-327-320-315-315-3ro-310-310- all ready to get back to the war on this
310. Now we will start the 'rithmetic Monday the 6th day of competition. It
les~on_ Get out your hal)dy dandy little wO~lld not be a really big ,day by Te~as

pocke.t univac-add .this all up or down and standards, but a day all the same when the
it comes out to something near 5,000 miles skill kids might take a few scalps ·off the
which were flown by 14 pilots on this open heads of some high scorer. The Board
day. Never was ,there such a day in soaring called the same 300 km. course again:
history. As you can see, it literally rained Grand Prairie-Mineral Wells-Whitney-and
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6,595
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back to G.P. No one had ~mplished it station were privileged to see very few ships
the other time,but this was another and in the air and only one close-up when one
slightly better day. One hundred and ninety unfortunate pilot had to put in at the turn
point six hard grinding miles across, up and point.
down a fairly strong S.W. wind. The course We had barely cleared away the .dinner
would score for gold distance and diamond (dinner in Texas is the mid-day meal) dishes
goal, should there be anyone left who is still and laid down for siesta when in screeched
short these legs. Paul Bikle in his Schweizer 1-23. His time

Chore that it was, eight men and olle boy was best of the day at 46.5 m.p.h., and that
circumnavigated this tough course. White- is real speed when you consider that his run
thatched Pat Mulloy, ex-fighter pilot and to Waco was directly into the wind. Minutes
genial gentleman from old Missipp, brought after "Bicycle's" termination, waves of
his fire-engine red 1-23 over the finish line in sailplanes swooped in over the finish line.
4 hrs. 45 mins.. after departing Grand The quite large crowd gathered to witness
Prairie. At 40 m.p.h. his time was top for the finish was electrified with excitement.
the day. Dick Schreder landed next but his Five and six ships were diving on the field at
time was slightly less better than the old a time. It was a grC<lt day in soaring--31 of
desert fox Maxey. He again played it smart the 44 starters accomplished this tortuOus
and fully protected his top spot on the l60-mile out-and-back race. The score sheet
scoreboard for the sixth consecutive day. will tell you which 'uns did and the ones
Coder, Smith, Caviani, Schweizer, Brown that fluffed it.
and Ihal boy were the others to complete the THREE RECORDS this task established:-
course. a Swiss record by Schwarzenberger in the

The results of this day shook the score- Nelson Hummingbird, the world's only
board a bit. Lady Luck did not even glance auxiliary-powered sailplane, with the owner
in the direction of Bikle and Thomson and Jim Simmons as passenger; Canadian by
she wasn't exactly chummy with a Jot of Yeates in his J-23; and Argentinian by
other guys. It seemed that Grand Prairie- Araoz in the 1-23.
M. Wells leg was a pip: everyone made that I. Maxey (Jenny Mae) ..
turn very handily. But the M.W.-Whitney 2. Schreder (I-23.D)
proved to be the fooler. Here was where the 3. Thomson (RJ-5)
men were separated from the boys-but 4. BikJe (1-23)
one boy wouldn't be separated.

I. Maxey (Jenny Mae) . . 5,644 August 8th.-Task: Breckenridge ·and
2.. Schreder (J-23D) 4,963 Return Grand Prairie. 217 miles. The
3. Thomson (RJ-5) 4,689 regular Bulletin Editors are busy doing
4. Bikle (1·23) .. 4.627 more important things today and the female

August 7tb.-Task, Goal and Return; element of the contest has been called on to
Grand Prairie-Waco Muny(-cipal Airport), pinch hit.
160 miles. Seven is a magic number, they Honest to goodness these sweet little
say, and so it was on this 7th day of com- wives are tops. They spend weeks getting
petition on the 7th day of August here at the ready to attend these contests-getting all
23rd National. It would be a day of light the buttons and bows on all the kids'
winds, good thermals and plenty of building clothes-the family cats and dogs farmed
cumulus clouds. out-the old man's favourite flying clothes

There are many ships in the contest this washed and ironed (they do start off fresh
year with excellent Tadio ·equipment. Waco and clean as daisies); Ihen when contest
radio at the turn point started picking up opening day finally arrives, do they find a
the pilots' signals as the herd moved south- nice cool movie to attend-or do they stay
ward in their direction. Having been told in an air-conditioned hotel room enjoying
that 44 ships were attempting the task, the that long needed rest? They do nOI. They,
boys at Waco radio, having little knowledge like mad dogs and Englishmen, get right
of such goings on, fully anticipated all 44 in out in that mid-day sun and crew for their
tight formation over their station. As a old men. But come nightfall, somehow they
matter of fact 43 were above them at one blossom out in their prettiest summer frocks
time Or another but at altitude scanning the and you'd never know the trials and
ground for the identification markers. But tribulations, heat and frustration they've
as it worked out, the chaps at the radio been through fetchin' their old man in.
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Speed Total
m.p.h. Points

I. Maxey 50.5 7,595
2. Schreder 44.4 6,736
3. Thomson 44.5 6~641
4. Bikle .. 43.3 6,486
5. Schweizer 44.9 6.212
6. Smith .. 39.6 5,928
7. Mulloy 37.5 5,711
8. Coder/Janczarek 5,700
9. Btiegl'eb 40.3 5,588

10. Forbes.. 36.2 5,459
11. Miller.. 36.65 5,359
12. Sawyer 5,263
13. Coverdale 35.1 5.254
14. Claybcurn 33.5 5,062
15. Hutchinson 37.2 4,855
Hutchinson (LK-lOA) made the best two
seater speed.

August 9th..- Task: HJO-km. triangular
course. Fastest average speeds this day in
m.p.h. :-Maxey 50.0, G. Thomson 48.3,
Bikle 44.9, Stall Smith 40.5, Mulloy 40.4.
Best two-seater, Hutchinson 37.8.

Summary

The fact that this 23rd V.S. National
Contest has been the greatest event of its
kind ever held anywhere is evidenced by the
following brief statistiGs-

Total Distance Frown, 42,200 miles; 2
Diamonds attained, 17 Diamond legs, 8
Gold C's, 11 Gold C legs, 10 Silver C's,
I Silver C leg; 9 National Records broken
(3 D,S.A., 2 Swiss, 3 Canadian, I
Argentine).

In additi.on to the above, there were more
than 15 flights of over ),00 miles (one was
394 miles), five of which were goal flights.
More than 45 flights exceeded 200 miles, 21
of which were goals. Nine pilots completed
a 200 km. course OD one day; 31 pilots
completed a 93-mile triangle on the last day.

Final P~cings

Pi/a/ and Sailplane
I. Maxey, L. (Jenny Mae)
2. Thomson, G. (RJ·5)
3. Schreder, R.. (I-23D)
4. Bikle, P. (i-,;B) .
5. Schweizer, P. (1-23F)
6. Smith, S. (1-23)
7. Mulloy, P. 0-23.)
8. Coder/Janczarek (Weihe)
9. Briegleb Jnr. (Briegleb 12)

10. Forbes, R. (Weihe) ..
I I. Miller, D. (I -23)
12. Coverdale, W. (Skylark 11) ..
13. Sawyer, J. (Nimbus 11)
14. Claybourn, M. (1-26-A)
15. Hutchinson (LK-IOA)*
16. Compt'on, F. (LK·IOA)
17. Araoz, A. (1-23)
18. Jolmson" D. (LK Flat-top)*
19. Mancuso, D. (LK.IOA) ..
20. Cavaiani, G. (1-230)
21. SwierkO\.!ski (Nimbus Ill) ..
22. Brown, R. (Weihe). . . .
23. McNay/BoQne (LK-Flat-top)"
24. Malkemus, D. (Pratl-Reed)*
25. Yeates, C. (1-23)
26. Gehrlein, L. (I-23C)
27. WiUiams (LK-IOA Flat-top)*
28. Simmons, J. (Hummingbird)
29. Pfeiffer (LK.IOA)
30. Ross, H. (R-6)
31. Raspet, D. (Olympia)
32. Jackson, R. (1-23)
33. Reed/Oats (Mod. LK-TG4A)*
34. SticklandlThompson (Olympia
34. K,ohls (1-26) ..
36. ZaunerlRehT (1-26) ..
37. Royce, W. T. (PH) ..
38. Sherman, P. (LK-IOA)
39. Jensen (Nucleon)
40. Lincoln (Baby Bowlus)
41. Boyle, et al (1-26)
42. Perine, J. (I-26-A) ..
43. Brown, D. (TG-2)* ..
44. McKee (TG-2)*

* Two-seater.

Poinls
8,595
7,607
7,459
7,384
7,002
6,738
6,519
6.369
6,358
6,137
6,106
5,984
5,925
5,699
5,611
5,400
5,298
5,226
4,959
4,697
4,479
4,479
4,463
4,318
4,076
4,034
3,414
3,402
3,363
3,068
3,008
2,802
2,632
2,450
2,352
1,831
1,822
1,732
1,502
1,419
1,183

898
811
188

------->e><---------

KRONFELD CLUB

All those interested in Gliding are reminded that the KTonfeld Club at 74 Eccleston Square
(basement), London, S.W.I., provides a social centre where members can gather. Details

of their lecture programme can be found on page 272.
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DaTe
2.7.56

19.5.56
6.7.56

24.6.56
26.7.56
>1.7.56
31.7.56
31.7.56

2.7.56
31.7.56
31.7.56
1.6.56

26.756
3.6.56
2.8.56

10.7.56
11.7.56
12.8.56
20.8.56

Gliding Certificates
SILVER C CERTIFICATES

Clllb
Midland Glidiug Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
Salisbury Gliding Club (S. Rhodesia)
Midland Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
College of Aeronautics Gliding' Club
R.A.F. East Midland Gliding Club
Empire Test Pilots' School
Surrey Gliding Club
Four Counties Gliding & Soaring Cl.
Salisbury Gliding Club (5. Rhodesia)
Newcastle Gliding Club
R.A.F. Wessex Gliding & Soaring Cl.
R.A.F. Moonrakers -Gliding Club
Army Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
London Gliding Club

Name
J. Butler
E. C. Smith
P. J. Horrell
H. E. Burditt
M. Randall
c.. Bentson
M. T. Catger
M. J. Jobling
J. P. F. De Salis
D. R. Hooper
H. Page
D. R. Lane
1. Paul
F. W. Alien
K. S. O'Brien
A. S. Moore
H. F. Hildjtch
W. R. Bradford
P. E. Berriman

No.
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603

Name

P. J. 8laft·

W. T. Kwasny
J. Harb
F. J. Rogers

S. James
J. D. McColI
A. Bra,zier
J. Proctor
J. H. Reid
J. McKenzie
V. Shaer
F. A. Plumb

D. Roben.
F. Andcrson

Anne ,lnce
R. C. Farrow

R. P. F. Gregory
H. Jansscns
J. H. Abell
A. [>. Witherup

J. M. Haryey

Surre¥
R.N.

Portsmouth
H. e. Tooh Perak F.e.
J. H. Pickering No. 612 G.S.
C. E. Andrcn Surrcw
H. B. Mason No. 642 G.S.
J. H. Scaroorough R.N. Blackcap
A. J. Head RAF Riggin

Hill
e. R. M. Dobbie No. 612 O.S.
J. T. Day RAF

Giitcnl'oh

M. M. Wayne
G. A. Robinson
G. D. O. Evans
E. J. Robinson
D. A. Stua..

M. J. Gibson
I. R. Harvey
N. Revell
H. E. MarpIJ:s
M. D. Hurrell
1.. W. Jones

Glidinfl Club
or School

R. Walker Southdo,"n
l. J. Moulster London
l. F. McKinnon p'crak F.e
H. P. Buckminster RAF

Gutsrsloh
RAF

Gi.i.lcrsloh
R. A. Smart Surrey
.f. e. AndcrsQn Derbyshire &

Lancashire
No. 662 G:S.
No. 671 G.S.
No. 621 G.S.
Midland
Dartmouth

R.N. Camp
No·. 641 0.5.
No. 621 <,).S.
Newcastle
No. 641 G.S.
No. 621 G.S.
HCGC

Haw,,"inge
No. 621 G.S.
RAF Bruggcn
No. 621 G.S.
Blackpool &

Fylde

C CERTIFICATES
Name

Valerie P. D. Crown
london,
Surrey
HC H"awkinge
RAF

Giitcrs·loh
H. Riedel Imperial Col.
J. A. K. Williams Soulhdown

Glidillg Club
or School

RAF
Gei1enkirchen

RA F Fassbctg
Oxford
Pcrak F.e.
HC Hawkinge
No. 66.1 G.S.
Cambridge
Wcssex
RAF

Oldenb~rg
Army
RAF

Middleton
M. F. Doncaster RAF

Oldenburg
R. T. Wheeler Surrey
J. C. Gibson Blackpool &

Fylde
M. P. Oldacre RAF

Wildenrath
H. I. Marsh No. 611 G.S.
R. E. Pcltifer No. 623 G.S.
H. R. Terry Gamecock
C. M. labouchere Wessex
M. S. Boatswain No. 621 G.S.
R. N. Boulton Blackcap
P. M. Scon Bristol
J. G. Croshaw Wessex
J. P. F. De Sails Empire Test

I'ilots' Sch.
T. W. B. Corbelt Midland
R. D. Frodsham Derbyshire &.

Lahcasnire
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Slingsby S
congratulate Nick GoodhaJ
briLLiant victory In the two
World Contests in the 5

With many olher gliding enthusiasts we were

thrilled by the outstanding and consistently good

performance of Nick Goodhart and FTank Foster

in the 1956 World Contssts when Ihey took their
T-42B Eagle (fondly called "the soapbox") into 1st

position, on the 5th day, and maintained and

increased their lead. Second only in performance

to Paul MacCready in the single seater class.

L. V. luer, of Spain with his Slings by Sky

H. C. N. Goodl:a,t

and the five pilots out of tll
i,

L. V. Juez (Spain)

G. H. Stepne/'tson (G,

M. Ara (Spain)

P. A. wills (Great Br

J. Ortner (Argentina

DESIGN

OF ALL TYPE

,
Pioneers

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES



ilplanes Ltd.
-t and Frank Foster on their
I-seater class in the 1956
JNGSBY T-42B Eagle

Frank Fostf!r

e first eleven in thf! sing If! seater dass who flrw
I Slingsby Sailplanes:-

Sky 2nd

'eat·· Britain} Skylark III 6th

Sky 7th

in} Skylark III 10th

Skylark III 11th

ERS, & MANUFACTURERS

:5 'OF MOTORLESS AIRCRAFT

of Bl·itish GUdin;:

Geoflrf!Y Stf!phen,on. his wife 8f!ryt. and his
Skylark III

Phi/ip wil/s. is Sf!f!n herf! in his Skylark III

TD. KIRBYMOORSIDE YORK
Phone: 312·313 rGrams "Sailplanes"



"rUE RESTRICTED CLASS
MARCHES ON

The Gliding Commission of the F.A./., at their recent meeting at St. Yan, further
crystallised their views on the proposals to establish a restricted class for future World
Championships, and asked O.S.T./Y. to make recommendations.

The basic idea is:-
(I) To lay down that the purpose of the class is to foster the development of high

peljormance sailplanes cheap to buy and lo operate.
(2) To ask O.S.T.l'v. to put forward proposals> 10 achieve this, split in/o (a) a set of

compulsOf~vrequirements, to be ofthe simplest possible nature, alld (b) a series ofrecommended
practices.

(3) The ultimate intention would rhen be to have, in addition to the usual prize for the
winning pilot in the class, a prize or trophy for tlte machine which, in the opinion ofan infer
nationalJury, most nearly met tlte aim laid down in (I) above. This aircraft might or might not
be the one whose pilot had won in the comest.

To show the extent ofthe ground which has already been covered, we publish a copy ofa
paper circulated to and discussed by O.S.T./Y., who Ital'e now, we believe, sent their proposals
to the Gliding Commission (CY.S.M.). .-

THE RESTRICTED CLASS OF
~OMPETITIONGLIDER

byL. Weldl

A s it is considered by some that the ensuring complete unifonnity.
modem high-performance glider has (d) Manufacturers do not like building

developed into a large and expensive device, to the des.ign of others in materials
it is thought by some that it might be wise with which they may not be
to- start using simpler and cheaper gliders familiar; further, it is difficult to
in some type~ of international competitions. obtain approval from the air-

This note considers various methods of worthiness authorities for a foreign
defining a restricted class and suggests a design.
forrnl./la for discussion. 2. HANDICAPPING.-To allow virtually

There seem to be six possible methods:- any design of glider to compete, but to
I. ONE DESIGN.-AlI gliders built to handicap them all down to a common level.
precisely the same design and possibly Pro: (a) Any type of glider can compete.
carrying the same equipment. (b) The man with the exotic aircraft
Pro: (a) The competition would be a obtains no advantage.

genuine test of pilots' skill Con: (a) It is quite impossible to devise a
(b) The cost would be the same for all handicapping formula which is fair

competitors; it need not be high. in different types of weather.
Con: (a) Once the design has been estab- (b) The designers' efforts are expended

lished, no improvements are in trying to fox the handicappers
possible. instead of trying to build better

(b) There is no scope for new de- aircraft.
signers. 3. LIMITED COST.-To permit any type of

(c) There is considerable difficulty in glider to compete, provided that it cost less
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than a certain sum; alternatively, to limit
the number of man-hours expended in its
construction.
Pro: This is really what one wants, since the

whole object of a restricted class is to
keep the price down.

COli: (a) The manufacturer's selling price
means nothing, since costs vary in
different countries. It is difficult to
stop manufacturers cheating by,
for example, selling an aircraft
half-built and then having it back
for repair.

(b) Unlike a house, which a quantity
surveyor can cost to a fair degree
of accuracy, no one can look at a
glider or its drawings and say how
many hours it cost to build.

(c) What is one to cost? The proto
type, or the production job? An
expensive prototype may be cheap
in production, once the tools have
been made.

(d) Once a glider has been built is one
allowed to improve it?

4. PRODUCTION AUl<cRAl'T.-To permit the
entry of all aircraft (possibly within certain

dimensions and with limited equipment)
which are genuine production jobs. This
could be defined by saying that at least, say,
20 aircraft of identical type must have been
built.
Pro: (a) The gliders would be reliable and

not nearly as expensive as one-off
prototypes. Most countries have
some suitable aircraft.

Con: (a) Lt is a rule which is unfair to the
small countries; some countries
cannot afford to build 20 simple
gliders; others would be delighted
to have an excuse for ordering 20
of the most complicated gliders in
the world.

(b) It is difficult to define what modj
fications are allowed.

(c) Once a design has been built in
sufficient quantity to permit its
entry, the introduction of a new
design would be difficult, since this
new type could no! be used until
20 had been built.

(d) The decision whether or not a
machine may fly will depend on a
certificate from the manufacturer

COSIM VARIOMETERS
were used by a 11 countries competing in the
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 1954
in England, and were also used on all British
machines in the Championships in Spain which
gained rst, 3rd, 9th & ] 1th in a :field of 39 single
seaters.

.. IRVING" TYPE

TOTAL ENERGY VENTURI
"COSIM"

WATER TRAPS & NOSE PITOTS
"COOK" COMPASS

Leaflets on request to:

Cobb-Slater Instrument Co., Ltd.
"Cosim" Works, Darley Dale, Matlock.

'Phone: Darley Dale 2138
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saying that. 20 have been built. This
seems to' go against one cardinal
principle of all restricted c1asses
that one should be able to vet the
device by looking at it and not at a
piece l))f paper of doubt.ful truth
fulness.

5. RATtNG RULE.-This system is used in
,certain international classes of racing boats.
Various limiting dimensions are imposed,
but the boats are not built to one design. A
rating formula is used which is so devised
that the factors which tend to make the boat
go faster (e.g. length and sail area) increase
the rating, The boats must have less than a
certain rating, and therefore a long boat is
flot allowed as much sail area as a short one.
This method results in v·ery even racing but
it coulq only be made to work with- gliders
if the factors affecting performance were
fully understood. It is doubtful if it would
be popular, since a glider with a good wing
would have to carry a bad fuselage,
6. RESTRICTED CLAss.-In this method,
which is widely used in small boats and in
some measure with cars and motor cycles,
the dimensions are limited and those
features which experience has shown to be
expensive are prohibited.

Pro: (a) Considerable freedom can be given
to the designer.

(b) Eith-er prototype or production
aircraft can enter.

(c) Cost can be kept within reasonable
bounds.

Co,,: (a) The featuJles which have to be
restricted or~prohibit.ed are those
which, lIdt the time of dmwing up
the rules, are thought to be ex
pensive. These featmes cannot
therefore be developed in tne class,
and unless there is active develop
ment outside it, progress may be
held up.

(b) It is difficult to frame the rules.
(c) Having drawn up the rules, they

have to be interpreted; this takes
t.ime and trouble.

(d) Designers spend their time build
ingbetter gliders within the rules
and not building machines which
are cheaper or more practical.

Of these six methods the only ones which
could possibly be applied to gliders at the
present time, with any chance of success,
an: :-Produc·tion aircraft" and Restricted
Class.

The production aircraft has serious dis-

Unit depicted -Is in use aJ. Lasham A(.'7odrome

LINCOLN CARS LTD
(FOREIGN SALES DIVISION, FQR.D MOTOR COMPANY l TD,)

Locafiotl:

GREAT WEST ROAD, BRENTfORD, MIDDX., on 44 Road

Telephones.- LONDON EALING ,1506-7-fJ

The United states FORD Y-8ligl;lt truck
chassis with Automatic Transmission
is the ideal medium lor towing Gliders.
The surge· of power from ·the 167
b.h.p. Y-8 motor is transmitted in the
smoothest possible way to the rear
wheels by the Ford Automatic Trans
mission. This truck would be the ideal
vehicle for your Glidertowing probletns.
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advantages, particularly because of the
necessity of relying on some piece of paper
proving that the specified number have been
produced. Jf this production-aircraft
method were employed, the rich nations
would undoubtedly have a distinct advant
age, as their aircraft would possess all the
gadgets and ~ more el~borate than the
aircraft of the Simpler nations. After a year
or two, some move to restrict the com
plications in the aircrafi would be enforced
and one would then have a restricted
production-aircraft class. This seems to
have few advantages and maJ)y dis
advantages over a straightforward restricted
class. Why not, therefore, go straight away
to the restricted class pure and simple?

One is trying to keep down the cost of the
aircraft, and the factors which affect this
seem to be:-

1. Span: large span increases cost of
both aircraft and trailer.

2. Weight: gliders, within limits, cost so
much a pound.

3. Very low weight: if the weight is very
low, the aircraft is expensive and
needs ,cOnstant attention (cf. Wind
spiel, Elfe).

4. Retractable bits and pieces (skids and
wheels).

5. Flaps.
6. Adjustable controls, seats. etc.; also

droopable ailerons.
7. Very thin wings- (elaborate con

struction required).
8. Very high aspect ratios (elaborate

construction required).
9. Elaborate methods of construction

used to make very smooth surfaces.
10. Very fine finish.
11. Complicated control mechanisms.
12. Expensive materials.
13. Expensive equipment . (Artifici!il

Horizon, Oxygen, RadiO, CabIn
Heating).

14. The stressing requirem.ents.
15. Prototype or limited-batch. pro

duction.
Some of these factors can be easily

limited or prohibited, whilst ot~ers cannot
possibly be tied down. ObVIOusly, one
wants to tie down the minimum number of
features consistent with obtaining simple,
cheap and reliable aircraft.

To start with, -one could lay down the
following:- -

(a) Maximum span.

(b) Maximum aspect ratio.
(c) No flaps or droopable ailerons.
(d) No retractable wheels or sk~ds.
This would probably be satisfactory.

although, when designing an aircraft to this
rule one would be tempted to have the
minimum taper ratio, to av.oid low
Reynolds Numbt;rs, .and ,one nught t?en
employ a very expensiVe wmg c~~tr~tlon.

This could be overcome by mSlstlng on
another requirement: some fOTffiu.la brilo18
ing in taper ratio, aspect ratlo, wmg
thickness, and span.

Further, since one would be tempted to
produce skids and wheels which hardly
projected from the bottom of the fuselage
at all it might be wise to insist either on a
mini~um undercarriage deflection or alter
natively to insist that the undercarr~a~e
projected a certain amount from ,the ngld
fuselage. I would like to make the use of a
wheel compulsory.

One would naturally have 1'0 insist on all
the aircraft meeting some strength and
handling requirements and having T.V.
brakes. And tlIere would be some people
who would like to do more of the designer's
work for him by insisting upon a mimimum
fuselage cross-section and pilot's view. One
could make out a case for prohibiting radio,
oxygen expensive anificial horizons, etc.,
but I f~el that the four items listed above
would be quite enough to start with.

Having got this far and suggested -the
factors which should be restricted, we are
now faced with the very difficult problem of
putting actual numbers to the span and
aspect r<ltio.

However, before doing this. it is as well
to consider two-seaters. There is no reason
why we need have a restricted class which is
confined to single-seaters. We could allow
two-seaters within the same limits, but this
would result in all the competing machines
being single-seaters since the two-seater
would be too heavily laden (that is, unless
the limits are put very high). It would seem
to be much better to have two sets of
Iimits--one for tWD-'seaters and one for
single-seaters-the limits being so cho~n
that both aircraft would have approxrm
ately the same performance. The two types
of aircraft could then compete on equal
terms, provided of course that the two
seater was not flown solo.

One would naturally like to put the
limits in such a way that a large num'ber of
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existing aircraft would be eligible. But to a
lot Qf people, the Weihe and Sky are too big
and expensive, since we know that the
smaller Meise, Skylark 11, Moswey, etc.,
can put up very good performances. It
seems therefore that it would be wiser to put
the single-seater span at 15 metres, although
the Americans with their 121-metre 1-26s
would say that 15 .metres is too big. I'or the
tw~seate[s. it looks at a firs·t approxim·
ation that the maximum span shQuld be J8
metres, since for the same aspect ratio and
wing loading the all-up weights would be in
the ratio 18"/152 , which is 1.44. Since most
single-seaters of IS metres span af'e flown
at about 6S0 Ihs., a tw~seater of the same
shape but s~led up- to IS metres. woul~
therefore weIght 936 lb. In practIce thIS
figure could not be obtained, and to keep
the same wing-loading the designer would
reduce the aspect ratio. This would reduce
the perfonnance, but the Reynolds Number
would go up, and it js possible that the two
effectS would more or less cancel out. In
amy case one does not really want two
seaters of more than 18 met,res span.

We have, therefore, a very simple set of
rules:-

(a) Maximum span: single-seaters IS
metres, two-seaters 18 metres,

(b) Maximum aspeet ratio': say, 18.
(c) No flaps. methods of varying wing.

camber, or droopabJe ailerons.
(d) No retractable wheels or skids (and

I would like to see a compulsory
requirement for all gliders built after
19S7 to have a fixed wheel).

Most ordinary club gliders ,come within
this framework,. and this. set of rules· would
not 'prohibit or encourage any unusual
features. But i,t is as well to consider what
fonn a special competition glider designed
to these rules would take. The designers
would be .tempted to make the fuselage as
small as possible, particularly if it were to be
flown by a small pilot. He would also have
as small a skid and wheel as he thought he
could get away with. There would also be a
tendency to reduce the taper ratio to the
minimum at the price of an expensive wing.
Further, if it were thought that a very light
glider was an advantage, expensive methods
of construction might be employed; a
superlative finish might also be achieved at
high cost. Again, if competit,ions take the
form of races and out-and-returns, there
might be a tendency to make the wing in (me
piece and put up with the difficulty of

)
retrieving such a large OOInPQnent; consider- '
able weight would be saved at lhe prkeof
great inconvenience. It might, therefore,
pay to limit the length of anyone com
ponent.

Apart from these comparatively minor
retrogade steps, it is unfikely that the
designer would be iorced to design out-of
date machines or ones wh.kh, in order to
win competitions, had to be impractical for
every-day use.

The great advan.tage of a set of rules of
the type described above is that one can
inspect an aircraft quite simply and see if it
is eligible; the measurements are simple
and they do not involve the weight. Once
weight is brought into the picture, the
COmplications increase, since it is difficult
to forec<\st the weight accurately, and. even
more difficult to decide exactly what is and
what is not removable eq\lipment.

Experience with restricted classes of boats
has shown that great difficulties arise if the
rules are loosely framed. It is vital thilt such
simple tenn,s as span and aspect ratio are
precisely -defined, and that the same is. done
for flaps and wing-camber changing devic.es.
For examp.Je, o.ne could have an aircraft
with both flaps and air-br-akes operated by
tAe same lever. Initially only the flaps would
come down, and ,then the airbrakes would
start 'to come out. The designer could argue
that the flaps We"re necessary to avoid in
creasing the stalling speed with the brakes
out, and he would be quite right if he pu't the
brakes all along the top of the leading edge.
Unless t!1.is possibility is Dome in mind,when
framing the rules, one would soon have all
the aircraft with flaps, which would be used
for circling as well as wheu the brakes were
fuUyopen.

EDITORIAL NOTE.-The foregoing paper
by Lome Welch was discussed one evening
at the OSTlV Conference at S1. Van in July,
under the chairm,anship of K. G. Wilkinson.
with many pilots from the World Champion
ships and several sailplane desigm:rs in the
audience. Mr. Wilkinson suggested taking
the points one by one, starting with span
which eventually took up' the whole evening
and most of a subsequent mee,ting a~ well.

Wolf Hirth, from Germany, said that 5,%
of weight could be saved by making the
wing in one piece; but trailers IS metres
long wel'e not allowed in some countries, so
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the span would in that case have to be
limited to 12 metres (39,4 ft.). However, it
was possible to make a 12-metre sailplane
with a gliding angle of I in 30 and minimum
sink of 0.65 m. (25.6 in.). per second.

Philip Wills, as vice-president of the
EAt Gliding Commission, reminded the
meeting that the purpose of a limited class
was to evolve a machine cheap to buy, to
operate, and to repair (see his article in
SAILPLANE & GUDING, December 1955,
p. 183).

B. J. Cijan (Yugoslavia) proposed that the
weight (empty) of the machine should be
limited; otherwise aircraft could go on
getting heavier and more expensive.

Mr. Wilkinson considered the possibility
of a lower limit to weight, to keep the
machine cheap, but he doubted whether it
would be worth anyone's while to reduce
weight -expensively. Heinz Kensche
(Germany) agreed with him.

Weight, as Mr. Cijan pointed out, is
bound up with certificates of airworthiness.
F. G. hving said that safety factors for
cloud-flying in nearly every country are 8 or
9, though M. Cayla gave 10 as the figure for
France.

A Czechoslovak speaker was for limiting
aspect ratio ra:her than span, and another
speaker asked what tbe designers can give
us with 15 m. span with which it is not too
difficult to do triangular or out-and-return
fljghts (he was, of course, referring to the
"penetration" needed for flying against or
across the wind).

A German speaker was sure that, if span
was limited, the most expensive machine
would be the best; and another speaker
cited the intricately-built 12-rnetre Wind
spiel of 1932 as an example of how price
goes up when span is reduced, while yet
another pointed out that reducing the size
of the HKS-I to that of the HKS-3 had
made it more expensive.

As to 18 metres being the limiting span of
-a two-scatd with equivalent performance
to that of a 15-m, sin~-seater, there was
little discussion except for a suggestion by
Mr. Matschek that 19 m. or 20 m. was the
correct equivalent.

Anyway, as Mr. Wilkinson pointed out,
the meeting had not been called to make a
decision, but only to guide the F.A.I.
Gliding Commission, who would later
produce a formula for the Restricted Class.

Dear Sir,
It is with grlDt plepsur~ IhtJr ] Qm

able to report ,-ucass ill the World Glidillg
Championship due 111 ho smail measure to
your JI~nner cells.

On two oul of the stv... days on which
conUsl flying (ook place. there were heavy
thllnlknrorms and in ~Q_ch cose .'e mad~
climbs to about 17,()()()!J.,in these storms,
d~pendingenlir~/yon an artificial horil.on
powered by your cells. On both days K'e
SCCNtrd l'ery high marks, «Jnd as Q

result ended up as winners of the
IMlo·seot class.

While, no doubt, we would hav~

had equally trouble-free resulu fro,"
lead acid cells, the ..eight would
have affected our JNrformanc~

odlJers~ly, and mighJ ",'ell hal'W
made a big difference in tire
result•.

Yours faithfully,
H. C. N. Gaodhart (Cdr. R.N.)

Venner lightweight silvcr·zinc accumulaton are
instaOed in leading sailplanes for drivioi the horizon
and directional gyro and for radio transmjssion.
They have proved r their,:,worth in International
Glidini Championships.

VEINEIl
ACCUMULATORS

Write for full detail,. and brochure SG/A

VENNER ACCUMULATORS LTD
Kingston By,Pass, New Maiden, Surrey
Associated Companies:
Venner Limited VenMr Electronics Limited
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New Oxygen FAJuipment for
G6ders

T HE accomp~nying photograph of Com
mander Nlcholas Goodhart, with the

oxygen equipment he used at this year's
World Gliding Championships at SI. Van,
France, has been sent by the makers,
Messrs. Normalair Ltd. of Yeovil, who
write:-

The new equipment has been specially
designed for use in light aircraft, small
passenger machines and gliders. Its com
pactness and very low weight make it
particularly suitable for these types. All
the Slingsby sailplanes flown by the British
team in the World Championships used the
Normalair set and heights of mon; than
20,000 feet were achieved on several
occasions.

The vital part of the new equipment is a
flow selector consisting of a control unit and

a contents gauge mounted on a single panel
measuring only 4! x 3 ins. and weighing
less than I lb. This unit allows the pilot to
select flows of I, 2, 3, 5 or 10 litres per
minute-the first four being those normally
required at 10,000 ft., 17,000 ft., 25,000 ft.
and 33,000 ft. respectively. The 10 litres per
minute flow is necessary only in an
emergency. Control units giving flow
ranges can be supplied and the equipment
can be used up to 40,000 feet.

The complete system based on this flow
selector consists of an oxygen storage
cylinder and a face mask. The cylinder. is
charged to 1,800 ".s.i.and its capacity can
be 400 litres Or 750 litres. The total weight
is respectively 8.8 lb. or 12.7 lb., and it is
believed to be the lightest oxygen equip
ment available in the world.
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Model Engineer Exhibition'

I T is twenty-three years since we last gave confidence. At such a contest, he explained,
a report of the annual Model Engineer the models are launched by a 50-metre line

Exhibition, held in Westminster. This year (164 ft.) and are timed up to a maximum of
we were honoured with a free Press ticket; 15 minutes; anything beyond that does not
but, before describing th<; single e,wibit of count, so there is no point in designing them
gliding interest, let us give an extract from to catch thermals, if that could be done.
the SAILPLANE & GLIDER. of November, Although the larger models have a device
1933, in which that year's exhibition was for turning the rudder slightly off centre
described:- after the launching line is released, this is

"At the stand of the Northern Heights done to prevent them flying away and
model flying club ... after disclosing our getting lost.
identity, we were treated to a thorough Another device for large models is a "de
telling-off and dressing-down of the entire thermalizer"; in this a fuse bums through a
British Gliding Movement by the gentleman strand of elastic after a pre-set interval,
in charge of the stall. 'You gliders,' he told with the result that a flap opens and, in some
us. 'you never do anything, you don't cases, an off-centre parachute as well. This
think.' If we only troubled to think, he causes the model to spin down at a sinking
proceeded, we would long ago have fitted rate of some 16 ft. per secon.d, so that any
our machines with propellers worked by thermal it may have blundered into will not
pe<ials. We tried to convince him, without -carry it away.
much success, that most sailplane pilots We fee) sure that some day, with modern
found they could keep up very comfortably advances in automatic guidance, model
without any such mechanism. But he sailplanes will be designed deliberately to
continued to assert that We should never catch thermals; competitions may then be
make ~my progress until we started to held for maximum height. But the gliders
think. For one thing, our asp~t ratios were would have to be designed for "pene
all wrong ('Look at the rooks!'). And then tration", as well as for directional guidance.
a previous visitor had suggested, and he had to keep them within sight -of the airfield on
agreed, that sailplanes should be fitted with a windy day. At present, as our demon
a vertical sail above the wings. 'to act in the strator agreed, the competition rules ensure
same way as a ship's sail, and take advant- that they are designed only for minimum
age of the winds.' He himself had done sink.
some gliding as far back as 1900, and on the As to automatic directional guidance, we
strength of this he fired his parting shot: were told that slop<:-soaring models are
'Gliding! Why, I reckon I've had more being made with built-in "magnetic"
experience of gliding than anyone else in control. These may have a "turbulator" in
this country!'" front of the leading edge of each vertical

After that. all we can find to write about wing-tip panel (Le. rudder) to ensure that it
the 1956 exhibition is just a tame piece gets a grip on the air flow.
abOl,lt a large tailless model sailplane of And here we come to the paradoxical fact
9 ft. 6 ins. span called "Pheon" and owned that, while full-sized sailplanes are being
by a Mr. F. C. Smith_ With it he had won developed with more and more laminar
the world championship in the motorless flow, the smaller models are designed for
class at a recent contest at Arnhem for less and less. Laminar flow, for them, is the
Uiilless models only, powered and power- enemy of performance, for the airflow has
less. The wing had a short centre-section slipped off the trailing edge before the wing
with a Gottingen aerofoil, MVA-3Q.1, has had time to make use of it for creating
specially developed for models; and outer, lift. Hence small models often have a wire
longer, swept·back portions with a Clark strung across just in front of the leading
Y8 section, incorporating 70 washout of edge. to-create the turbulence needed before
incidenee at the tips. the airstream can act on such a tiny wing.

This time the man incharge knew what he Even power-driven models, we were told,
was talking about and said it with quiet may have threads stuck on the wing surface,
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transverse to the airflow, in order to give
the machine minimum sink after its motor
liIas cut out, for the competition is for total
time in the air, not for motor endurance.

Insect wings are known to carry devices
for creating turbulence over the wing, such

as tiny hairs along the leading edge, or, in
the case of the dragon-fly, a zig-zag wing
section. But it is odd that model aircraft
should need them, being comparable in size
with birds rather than insects.

A.E.S.

WOLF HIRTH GMBH
NABERN-TECK
West·Germany

A high performance sailplane
at a reasonable price

Cdr. G. A. J. Goodhart holds the
International and British 300 km.
Triangular Record for his flight in
Australia in a LO-lSO at an
average speed of 76.6 km/h. Other
outstanding flights have also been
made in this machine.
Write for details and prices of the
LO-IS0, two-seaters, the Grunau
Baby, or the LO-IOO (for Aero
batics) to:-

--------~>C>(I---------

From Here to Paternity
Notes for the use ofInstructors

by Anon
(Reproduced by permission from "Lasham Gliding")

THE techniques for instructing husbands Neither attention nor grip should be
in handling infants have hitherto been relaxed, ora stall may ensue. This consists

haphazard and brutal. In the hope of of considerable kicking and buffeting,
encouraging standardization, I offer these followed by the nose d,roppini sharply, and
notes to all gliding wives. if recovery is not effected in time c(lDsider-
1 Heir Experience abl~ damag~ may" result. Fortunatel~,

•The first introduction of the pupil to the audible warning of the a~p~oachof a stall IS
infant is of great impOrtanee. It will have ust.J3lIYtmple, though thIS IS nothing to the
been on intimate terms with the instructor nOIse a terwards. ~he pUpl] must therefore
from an early age, but it must {lot be be taught ~o use hIS ears and not to stuff
forgotten that the pupil's first reaction, if them up With ear plugs.
not properly guided, is likely to be one of
pity and terror. The instructor should try
to see the infant through the pupil's eyes,
when it will become evident that, when new,
the obverse resembles a small man from
Mars, and the rcvc::rsc; looks unnervingly
like a roast duck. If the pupil at this point
shows signs of cold, fear, etc., instruction
should be temporanly abandoned. Sym
pathy for the pupil must always be shown.

1. Handling-Elementary
At the time of writing, only two types of

infant are in general use, but owing to the
universal practice of one-off construction,
handling qualities vary widely. The pupil
should therefore be restricted to his own
infant, and not be confused by having to
handle those of other people. In extreme
cases he may become very nervous, and be
unable to remember whose father he is,
and Accident Repol'ts are full of splits,
tears nasty cracks, and even broken
marriages due to this cause.

For his first attempts he should be seated
comfortably, preferabJy in a deep armchair
whence he can see out properly, but not
escape, and he should have the same
cushions each time, the supply ofclean ones
being limited. It must be impressed upon
him that the infant should be held lightly,
and moved only an inch ror two at a time.
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3. Handling~Ad"anced

Two evoll,ltions often cause trouble to the
more advanced pupil: the Pottie and the
Bath. They should be fully explained
before he attempts them, or he may becOme
confused between them, but it will be found
that most pupils are quick to grasp tho
basic principles.

The art of landing, the infant accurately
on the chosen pOt lies in mastering the hold
off. Too little or no hold-off results in the
infant getting jammed, sometimes in
extricably" perhaps with damage to the
keel; while too much hold-off results in even
more damage, though less to the infant than
to its surroundings. Competence can come
only through constant practice, opportun
ities for which are, fortunately, never
ending. The Bath is a more complex
manoeuvre, but the troubles arise after
wards in most cases. It is regarded by many
pupils with some apprehension, and once
the instructor has dispelled this attitude, it
is only too easy for the pupil to become
over-eonfident or careless. Some of the
more serious signs of this are listed below:

(a) Omitting to check water temperature:
the infant will afterwards be a red
colour if the water was tOO hot, or
white if too cold; in extreme cases it
will al~ be lying quite still.

(b) Slapdash handling of infant's night
wear, often resulting in both legs
being inserted into ,one trouser-leg.

(c) Carelessness in putting the infant
down in unsuitable places, e.g.
across the clothes line or on window
sills.

(d) Hurried and inCOrtect rigging of
nappies: since safety pins replaced

split pins, there is no excuse for
doing the inf,mt up like a steamed
pudding, and this should be dis
couraged.

(e) Attempting manoeuvres for which he
has not been properly briefed, such
as feeding. Feeding, except by
bottIe, is a higl)ly specialized oper.
ation, and should be attempted only
by instructors.

4. Further lnstruetion
The pupil should by this time be capable

of handling the infant in conditions other
than cairn. He will certainly have en
countered some turbulence by ROW, but he
should also have explained to him the effects
of squalls, prevailing wind and the various
kinds of precipitation: he should be quite
clear about the effects of blankets in
producing warm and cold fmnts. In
struction on cross-eountries may follow,
with rigging and derigging of prams and
navigation on crowded pavements, but he
should be warned not to attempt the steam
roller technique adopted by lower-middle
class instructors until he is really experi
enced with the pram.
S. Coocl..ioa

In reading the above notes, the instructor
must constantly remember that the standard
of safety depends greatly upon personal
exam!,le. If she makes a habit of stowing
the infant in the hood of her dutDe-coat
while riding a bicycle, she should not be
surprised if her pupil does the same.
C6ntinual watchfulness and discipline are
necessary to ,ensure safety, but mamed life
flows much more smoothly if it is borne
always in mind that All Accidents Axe
Inevitable.

Malvern InterlO'de
by M. Stather Hunt

SILVER C durat.on flights being rather reasonable thennal day after about 12.30;
hard to come by at Baginton, the idea of the wind was a modest nortb-easterly.

flying across country to a hill site had been Although it was my turn to fly Jacob's
at the back ,of our minds for some time, Ladder (Syndicate Olympia) I was nol
Dunstable generally being, thought of as the feeling delighted at the prospect of doing
best bet,. as lying routh-east @f Coventry it probably three to four hours.in yet another
would not be a difficult cross-eounuy with attempt at the elusive "five hours", when
the wind on the hill at Dunstable. suddenly the Malvern Hills flashed into my

May 26th, 1956, looked like being a mind with the tantalising prospect of out-
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lasting the thermals. An east wind would
have been more encouraging, but I thought
it was worth a try, even if only to prove that
it was no good.

The thermals did not seem as good as I
had hoped, and I stu<:k around the aero
drome for nearly two hours before ta'king
the plunge at 3,700 ft. As soon as Baginton
was safely out of reach I could almost hear
the thermals chuckling to themselves as they
faded, to a fraction of their former strength.
This experience is so well known to soaring
pilots that I need not Q.escribe it: however,
some thermals can play "Possum" with you
for a limited time only; over Alcester in
desperation I was clinging to a thermal
which merely maintained my height when
after a quarter of an hour of holding itself
back it had to let itself go and I climbed to
3,500 ft. ("Soaring Pilot" will tell you that
this is due to another thermal coming up the
path of a weak one.)

From this height I could just See the hill
through the haze (so I thought, for this part
of the country was hitherto unknown to
me), and I set course full of hope, turning
my map over to show the Malverns. How
ever, the nearer I got the less it looked like
the Malverns, although three landmarks-
aerodrome, river and town on the left-all
assured me that.it was. A quick check of the
compass told me that I was flying due south
instead of south-west, and turning my map
back over again I realised that I was
approaching Bredon Hill and it didn't look
at all soarable. .

As I had declared my intention of going
to the Malverns I felt that I would rather

fail somewhere near my goal than make
unsuccessful experiments with tbe wrong
hill. With the 1,600 ft. I had left, I changed
track 9()0 and detennined to land as near the
Malverns as possible.

My luck changed: out of a blue sky came
thermals and to my delight I arrived at the
south end of the hill at over 4,000 ft., the
highest point of my flight. However, I still
had an hour to go and realised by now that
the wind had a lot more north in it than I
had hoped: the only chance seemed to be
the north end of the hill where it faced
roughly E.N.E. and was higher than else
where. I arrived there at 300 It. above the
top, after battling against a headwind
component, to find I was still sinking.

This looked like the end, but I decided to
fly back to the south end again, which might
be giving lift at the lower altitude-the
middle part of the'ridge was much lower
than the ends.

I arrived back at the south end still
sinking, and once again turned north
towards Great Malvern, looking for a J>uit
able field. 1 was dQwn to 700 ft. a.s.l. and
well below the top of the ridge, when I
struck lift close in to the bill and about half
way along. This, the lowest part of the bill,
was just working and carried me up to about
lOO ft. above the crest.

This really is the end of the story. The
lift improved later and I was able to explore
all the hill; at hill-top level it was full of
interest-it was clearly a very popular
necking ground.

I landed at 19.50 hrs. after being airborne
for 7 hours 10 minutes.

MSTATHER HUNT
BAGINTON·MALV£.RN
. 26.5.56 l>.EDDITCH

•(W MILE!l

S
ALCESTElI-

COVENTRY
BA(;INll)j

K£.Nll'l«lllJf
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Above: A splendid study ofan Olympia by P. J. C. Doran.

Below: Gerard Pierre, winner of the 1954 Championships, failed to kup his title as World
Champion in 1956.
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than the pilot. The position of the seat is
adjustable longitudinally during flight to
the extent of 4t inches. The span is 15.2 m.
(49 ft. 10 in.), surface 21.75 sq. m. (234 sq.
ft,), and length 5.1 m. (16 ft. 9 in.). Owing
to its size, the wing is no longer made in one
piece ("monobloc"), and there is only a
single vertical surface, au,ached lO a pro
longa~jonof the fuselage. The wing section
is the same, and aspect ratio almost the
same, as in the single-seater. Estimated
gliding angle is I in 25.

The "Coupe Survol," given annually for
the longest distance flight in an AV-36
anywhere in the world, is offered again this
year. It carries a prize of 30,000 Fr., or
40,000 Fr. if Eric Nessler's AV-36 record of
4QO km, (286 miles) is beaten; there is also a
second prize of 15,000 FT.

• • •

*

*

•

•

•

•

*

•

Up and DowD
Good Companions

In a letter to The Times of July J8th, Mr.
Aylett Moore writes: "On a recent cross
country flight in a sailplane I was surprised
to observe a pair of house-martins sharing
an up-<;urrent with me at a height of 4,000
ft. above sea level. lfiis little incident
occurred just north of Shaftesbury."

• * * •
New Records

In Poland on August 10th, Miss (or Mrs.)
Majewska set up an international goal
flight record of 573 km. (356 miles) in a
Jaskolka, beating the previous wome,n's
record of 315 miles by Mme. Choisnet
Gohard, of France. Last May Miss (or
Mrs.) Majewska was reported to have set
u-p a world two-seater record for women by
going round a 200-km. triangle at 66 km./h.
(41 m.p.h.), beating her compatriot
Cmielowna's record of 50 km./h.

In France, about August 21st, M.
Sjmeoni a,nd M. Fontaine beat the French
two-seater' out-and-return record with 175
miles from' Compeigne to Cha:rtres and
back..

Contests in Belgiuni
To replace the famous Gordon Bennet

balloon race of pre-war days, an intcr
national soaring competition for distance,
the "Challenge Victor Boin," was held on
July 15th at Temploux by the Belgian Aero
Club, Mr. van Ishoven writes. Of 33
starters, 14 were Belgians. Furthest
distances were: 130 miles' by Cotlar of
France in an Air lOO, IOn by Gildemyn
(Belgium) in Sohaj, 93 by Marchand
(France) in Breguet 901, 8S by Lepanse
(France) in Breguet 904, 63 by Godreau
(France) in Milan, 50 by Ordelman
(Holland) in Sky. ,Pe.rsson, of Sweden,
came 9th. According to Air Ministry
choarts, the wind was very light westerly in
an anticyclonic "ridge".

A week later, the Belgian National
Contest, "Journees Nationales de Vol a
Voile", was held at the same place. Winner
was Mme. Debauche with a Swiss Spalinger
18; neaTest runners-up were De Sauvage
with a Mu-I3E, Xhast with Olympia, and
Lafosse with Ka-6. Other types flying were
Wcihe, Sohaj, Ka-2, RhQnbussard, Spatz,
Grunau Baby and S,palinger 15.

A new Belgian national out-.and-return
record is 149 miles by J. d'Otreppe fTom
La Ferte-AIais to Blois and back, in France.
Second Belgian Gold C pilot is P. Lafosse,
after flying 199 miles from Temploux to
Vizerny (France) in a Ka-2. A Fauvel

Two-seater Fauvel AY-36 Flying Wing has been completed by
Particulars of the AV-22, a two-seater the AntWerp Gliding Oub after 2,000 man

version of the Fauvel AV-~6 f1~in,g wing, are hours of work spread over some years; on
se!lt by ~. FauveI. Seating IS ID tan~em, May 21st, the day after its test flight, it
wlth the IDstructor mounted one foot higher stayed up 5 hrs. 25 mins.
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"Bill" lvans
News from W. B. Ivans, lr.., who injured

his spine on the last contest day of the
World ChanJpionships. has been received
from Mr. }l. G. Buckingham. After his
transfer from hospital at Crest to an
American military hospital at Wiesbaden,
he had an operation for removal of a
ruptured spinal disc and a piece of bone,
and is now "testing rather comfortably",
though it is too early yet to forecast a full
recovery. He writes about the "wonderful
Olympia IV":-"I enjoyed each flight more
than the previous one and can truthfully
say that whatever catastrophic combin
ation of foul weather, rugged terrain and
pilot mis-judgment can be said to have
caused the accident, the iD1egrity and
flying qualities of this ship are completely
blameless."



THIS GLIDING

Location and Allocation

,.,A 'wave' was known to exist over Table
Mountain in the Cape Peninsula. and it was
suspected that an up·ward current similar te)
others in the world existed in the Que Que
region of Southern Rhodesia. Pilots were
keen to find it. The Southern Rhodesian
Government has allocated a special wave
length t'O the Federal Gliding Club ..."
Northern News, N. Rhodesia.

In Reverse

"He recounted some of his narrow
escapes, when he was drawn tail first by
strong currents into cumulus doud form
ations .. ."-Droitwich Guardian, reporting
a talk to Droitwich Rotary Club on Gliding.

Any More for tbe ...
Details are announced in Shell Aviation

News of the "Skylark 600". Thinking this
was Slingsby's latest, we read on with
inte~est: "deliveries can start in 1960,"
"cruising speed 609 m.p.h.," "basic price
S3,300,OOO," "take-off witb SO- passengers
after a gl'oQ.nd run of only 4,000 ft." We
were thinking that OUl' winch would have to
be overhauled when we noticed that th.e
Skylark 600 was made by Convair and not
Slillgsby.-A,H.Y.
Sheer Igporance

"It takes 30 minutes to lau)1ch a glider by
winch or car-too long a time for safety if
aircraft were forced to wait before landing.
This is the view of Mr. J. H. Hill, manager
of Greatham Airport, who told members of
the Civic Airport Committee that he did
not feel a suggestion by the Teesside Flying
Club that they should incorporate a glider
section with their present flying activities
would be wise.-Northern Daily Mail,
Hartlepool.

SUPPLIED TO
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Club:
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BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
NEWS

Instructors' category normally issued;
sAould (tny pilot want a Bl category, this
will be treated as a .special case, in view of
the fact'that solo training is now obsolete.
Fauvel AV.36

During the World Championships at St.
Yan, several pilots, induding members of
the Technical Committee, were able to fly
the Fatlvel AV-36, which has undergone
modifications to its landing and take-off
characteristics. As a result of these
'further tests, when it appeared that these
characteristicS were normal, the Technical
Committee are noW prepared to consider
the issue of a B..G.A Certific.ate of
Airworthiness for the machine. They point
out however, that fu.u flight tests wou'Id be
required before a certificate could be issued.
Photo below.
Over-riding Cables

Due to several recent incidents of gliders
over-running cabl.es, which have. resulted in
either tne cable, parachute, or both be
coming entangled in the glider, it is recom
mended that the weak link should be placed
between the parachute and the cable, and
that there should be at least 18 f1. of rope
between the launching rings and the weak
link. It still remains true, however, that the
most effective safeguard is to ensure that
all members engaged in the launching opera
tions should kinow the conventional signal
for "Stop" a!1d should use it promptly
whenever anything seems to be amiss.

Records Homologated
BRITISH NATlONA'!- OUT-AND-RETURN:

Cdr, O. A. J. Goodhart, R.N. on 7.1.56,
Urinquinty-Warbum-Urinquinty. Australia,
in a Lo-150, 205 miles.

UNITED KINGDOM 'SINGLE-SEAtER SPEED
TO 300-KM. GOAL: P. Bisgood on 23.5.56,
Long Mynd·Great Yarmouth, in a Sky,
46.9 m.p.h.

U~IlTED KINGDOM TWO-SEATER OUT-AND
RETURN: D. G. Goddardand E. Hargreaves
on 28.4.56, Petersfield-Lewes-Peterstield,
in Gull If, 84 miles.

BRITISH NATIONAL TWO-SEATER OUT-AND
RETURN: Cdr. H. C. N. Goodhart and F.
Foster on p.6.56., '5t. Yan-Montlucon
Aerodroroe-St. Van, France, in T-42B.
141 miles.

BRITISH NATiONA.L SINGLE-SEATER SPEED
ROUND A ZOO-KM. TRIANGULAR COURSE:
P, A. Wills on 28.6.56, St. Yan-Maringues
Moulins-St. Van, in a Skylark IJI, 33.3
m.p.h.

UNITED KINGDOM SINGLE-SEATER SPEED
ROUND A 200"KM. TRIANGULAR CoURSE;
Lt.-Col. A. J. Deane-Drummond on
10.5.56, Lasham - Dunsrable • StantoD
Harcourt-Lasham, 20'.5 m.p.h.
Ai"",-ays and Control. Zones

Extracts from a circular letter from the
Chairman:-A recent near-accident
between an air-liner and a service aircraft
has made the whole matter of flying in
Control Zones and Airways become very
much more urgent . . . It is of vital im
J'Ortance that we now take some specific
~tep to show that we are doillg everything
possible to avoid any infringement of these
Regulati.ons and, after full discussion. the
Council has therefore agreed to lay down an
additional Operational Regulation, as
follows:

"No Cross-country flight may be carried
out from a Club site unless the pilot has a
C certificate and carries with him maps
marked c.Iearly with the Airways and
Control Zones."
Instructors' Categories

The Council has decided that the A
·category shall be discontinued. In future
the B2 category will be the only B.G.A.
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BOOK REVIEW

Birds of the Gauntlet : by H. VON MICHAELIS. Published by Hutchinson
& Co., London, Cape Town, etc., 1952. Original price, £4 4s. some copies
now available for £1 Is.

T HIS is a re~l book for one'~ shelves-la~~e, lU!'urious paper and tr~, and outstanding
reproductions of the beautLful and sen&ltlve bird drawmgs and pamtmgs of the author.

Mr. von Michaelis has for many years been a leading light in South African gliding.
Whilst most glider pilots have been facilely described as '"bird-men", in his case, after
reading this book, one can really believe that it is apt.

He depicts his trained falcons and eagles a~ individuals, with characters ()ftheir own,
each different, but all with basic similarities. Nowhere does one find the kind of sloppy
sentimentality which pretends to give animals a kind of phoney anthcop<>morphism-a
basic likeness to a fuz;zy kind of human being. Birds have a different outlook on life, a
different standard altogether. Only man tries to encompass such qualities as kindness,
mercy, or charity-by however much most of us fail to acbieve tbem. But birds possess to a
lofty degree other qualities we admire~ourage. for instance. in all its many facets, and a
breath-taking mastery ()f their medium, the air. The characters of birds have obviously
been moulded by the medium in which they have to exist-the air, and herein lies the main
interest of this book to anyone who also has a lOve for flying. To anyone who aho loves a
beautiful book. Birds of the Gauntlet sh()uld be irresistible.

PAW.

CHRISTMAS CARDS

THE

British Aviation
Insurance

COMPANY LIMITED

•
l'h~ oId~.t and

Iarg'!.1 olfic~ sp«ializing in

CiyjI Ayjlltjon

HEAD OfFICE

3 - 4 LIME STREET.
LONDON. E.C.3

Teb:phon:.: H.nl:OfI House 0 ...... (6 line,)

ReprodUdion of an excellent black and
white drawing by ~ET." SCOTT of the
S1ingsby T42 "Ea&1e" Sailplane in t1iebt.
N. Each. (IO per unt discount on ordtrs of

ZO or mor~). Oyersea. orden welcome.

"BIRDS OF THE GAUNnET"
by H. Von Mkhaeli•• 21/-.

Many illustr&tiom includine 8 full colour
plates. Few copies available reduced from

four 8t!inQs.
(Su r~l'i~w by Philip WilIs-thi>' Issu~)
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The experience of tWo members of the Lasham Gliding Centre, who, ,during it

Summer visit to foreign parts, were privileged to fly wa:terbome glide,s (shall we tenn them
now gliderboat pilots?) somewhere 01} th« Adriatic, may become of great valoe to the
gliding movement in England if we are to experience similarly dismal wet weather in future
Summers! From almost every British c1ub'correspondent has come the plaintive remark
that news for this issue is seaMy, and in one case it is reported that the Club committee is
considering the purchase of aQualungs instead of parachutes!

AB this, however" is but a temporary set-back, and as we remarked in the Au,gust
issue there is no shortage of applicants for ab initio training. It is good news, also, that a
club has now been formed in West Africa. Here th~ Gold Coast has taken the lead, but it
will not be surprising if Nigeria is not far behind. We offer congratulations to the AceTa
club on their enterprise and. good wishes for their success in the, future. In the same way we
wish many happy and successful flying hours to the gliding section newly formed by the
Royal Jordanian Aero Club.

While still in the benevolent mood special attention should be invited to the quite
delightful drawings of the Southdown d\.lb's premises sketched, by one of their members,
H. W. W. Hailstol,le. Apart from their ,artistic merit, which is not in question, tbese came' as
manna from Heaven to help fill the bungry pages of Club News. May we please hope that
other clubs will persuade their artist members-th,ere must surely be at least one in every
club-to follow this example?

Mention of club premises reminds, us of the fine new hangar on the Cotswolds, erected
by the Bristol dub whose members received us so hospitably on a visit in July. This site
at Nympstield (or Nymphsfield, as lettered on the local milk bottles) has great possibilities,
and the clubhouse will, when conversion from former agricultural use as a barn is,completed,
provide very comfortable 'quarters for members and visiting pilots.

At the time of going to press it is probable that ,the 'deadline' for contributions for
the December issue will be Friday, October 26th. Press Secretaries are asked to note this
date and t,o send news and photographs punctually to 33B, Eccleston Square, London,
S.W.!.

GODfREY HARWOOD,
Club & AssociaTion News EdiTor.

GLIDING STAMPS
Coloured sheets 'of stamps depicting various gliders are obtainable from the British Gliding
Association, Londonderry House, 19 Park. Lane, London, W.I. The sheets consist of six
stamps and are available in green, blue and yellow at '6d. a sheet. Proceeds from the sale

go 10 The Alex. Orde Fund for Young Glider Pilots.
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King Feisal of Iraq tried 011/ the Olympia cockpit at the <cnd of the Coventry Air Pageant
while Mike Hunt held the canopy. He remarked on the Quiet ofgliding.

-Photo by "Aeronautics"

The Kronfeld Club 10/- for members and they are being held
from 6.45 p.m. to 8.45 p.m., starting, on
September 27th for 12 consecutive Thurs-

T AL,KS and films have now been arranged days.
for every Wednesday evening up to the On October 26th we are holding our first

end of November and a list of these has Annual General Meeting in the lecture
been sent to all members with the Club's room at 8 p.m. and this will be followed by
first Newsletter, which also contains details an informal discussion and then an equally
of the Thursday eveni ng lecture course to be informal dance.
given by Dr. Scorer and Frank Irving Amongst items planned for the future is a
entitled 'Flight and The Atmosphere'. The Library, which is being organised by
object of this course is to discuss the m<;)tion Gaynor Rees of the Derby & Lancs. and the
of the atmosphere on a scale which affects Kent Gliding Clubs and if anyone has any
flight, the airflow in the vicinity of a flying books of gliding or flying interest, we shall
machine and the forces acting upon it. The be most grateful to receive these to add to
Course will examine the relationship our growing collection.
between air motions and cloud forms and Finally, it is becoming the regular thing
the causes of types of motions peculiar to on Wednesday evenings to fiJld amongst
the atmosphere. Lectures will show with the members present at least three or four
lantern and film illustrations the great members of overseas Gliding Clubs and we
extent to which properties of the atmosphere hope that if people from abroad visit
determine the design of aeroplanes and how London they w,ill drop in and see us,
the speed of sound becomes a major factor particularly on Wednesday evenings. The
in high-speed flight. address is Basement 74, Ecelestolll Square,

The fee for admission to the course is £1 London, S.W.I., and the telephone number
for non-members of the KrQnfeld Club and is Tale Gallery (TAT) 8740.
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KroofeJd Club Lecture Programme
Autumn 1956

October 3rd, 8 p.m.
Peter Brooks on "London's Past, Present

and Future Aerodromes."
October 10th, 8 p.m.

Talk on Popular Flying-to be arranged.
October 17th, 8 p.m.

Soaring Society Films on "Sailplane" and
the "Hummingbird".

October 24th, 8 p.m.
Talks on Popular Flying-to be arranged.

October 31 st, 8 p.m.
E. J. Furlong-talk to be arranged.

November 7th, 8 p.m.
Soaring Society Films-"The Mountain

Wave".
November 14th, 8.30 p.m.

Francis Chichester on "Navigation
Across the TasmaJl Sea in 1930".

November 21st, 8 p.m.
H. R. Presland-Travel Films.

November 28th. 8 p.m.
A W. Bedford, A.F.e., of Hawkers-on

Test Flying.
The Soaring Society Films are being

loaned by kind permission of the Soaring
Society of America.

WESTERN AIRWAYS
•

Extensive spar_ stocks held
Indudingr

FABRIC DOPE and PAINT

PI.YWOOD A.G.S. PARTS

ARMY

A s is known, we use Lasham as our base
and share all flying with the other clubs

based there. This appears to work extremely
well and this year has proved very successful
to date.

Lt.-Col. Sir Charles Dorman has now
returned to this country from abroad and
has undertaken the duties of Secretary/
Treasurer in addition to his office of Deputy
Chairman. Our Chairman, Major A.
Deane-Drummond, who must have spent
more time above 10,000 feet this year than
any other glider pilot in .this country, again
climbed to 16,000 feet on August 28th whilst
attempting a dog-leg Gold C Pistance
flight. We are pleased to welcome Mrs.
Deane-Drummond back to the fold after an
illness and she appears to be very much "At
Home" in her familY Skylark Ill.

Earlier in the year. Sgt. John Williamson
completed his Gold C by flying to South
Wales in the Surre·y Club's Weihe. Our
two-drum winch is almost ready after
considerable rebuilding. Tbe American
Ford tow-ear is now the mainstay of the
Lasham launching organisation and we can
highly recommend this vehicle to other
clubs. .

Many courses have been arranged for this
winter and next year .an;! we hope that a
good number of our members will avail
themselves of these.

W.A.H.K.

BELGIUM

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB

A:fT£R several years, during which a total
of some 2,000 hours Jtas been spent on

construction, the Antwerp club has com·
pleted the fauvel A V 36 flying wing, which
was test flown on May 20th, and soared for
5 hours 25 mins. on lhe following day.

A group of members of the Aero Club de
la Meuse has bought a Schleicher Ka 6
"Rhonsegler", this club already owning a
Ka 2. P. Lafosse, a member of this club
has become Belgium's second Gold C pilot
by flying 320-km. from TemplollX to
Vizerny in France in the Ka 2.

The Polish "Jaskolka" which was flown
by Cartigny in the St. Van Championships
has been bought by a member of the
Verviers Aviation Club.

Temploux was the venUe for the National
contest held in the la,t week of July when
14 pilots completed the tasks. The first six
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WESTON AIRPORT
WESTON-SUPER-MARE

Phone WUTON-SUPD·MAUc 2)'00

W" cordially illvit" m"mb"rs/tip
Write ,- BRISTOL GUDING CLUB

10 Kenm__ Gro"•• fUton Park, Bristol 7
rel,- Faton 2423

initial Training pIu. exc..llent Hill .. n.ermal
Soaring ot My_p.lI.h.. Hr, Stroud.

Gloucestershire.
R_t o' ,. aircraft, Includ~ ,

T2tb and T3t dual two .eoter.,
Olympia. Pre'"ct. Tutor, C....t

ENTRANCE flf 14....0 SueSCRlPTIOM 16·6·0
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (NO ENTRANCE) 12·2·0

W. specialise in Summer Gliding HolidlYs
lor ab·i"it~o Non-Members.



B.H.C.

were: Mrs. Debauche-Spalinger 18; De
Sauvage-Mu 13 E; Xhaet-Olympia;
Lafosse-Ka 6; Mojet and Pisscort
Weihe; Storrer-Sohaj.

A. VAN I.

BRISTOL

AT Nympsfield during July and August
soaring conditions were confined to a

few real1y concentrated periods. Several
camps were held at the site, and these, plus
the very occasional week-end, enabled five
hour legs to be completed by Dennis
Corrick, Peter Scott, Laurie Hughes and
Hugh Moore. Pete Etheridge, however,
after doing four hours in very mixed hill
andthenn~lifi,wentaway,buthadtoland

near Cirencester, 20 miles away, half an
hour later.

Other cross-country effor.ts were 120
miles to Gatwiek by Philip Wills in an
attempt to reach Dover; 40 miles to near
Oxford by Doug Jones, completed in SS
minutes. After leaving Nympsfield at
5.0 p.m.. cloud base was rather low. but he
was able to find lift by flying with one wing
only buried in cloud. Lastly, Wally Weir
was in range of his silver distance when he
reached Burford, but he delayed to in
vestigate local lift and eventlially was
credited with 30 miles. He claims that the
first car he stopped for assistance contained
five non-English speaking Chinese plus the
driver.

Besides Kitty and Philip Wills, other
visitors recently include the Navy with a
.Mu.13, which on one flight did 4! hours
towards a S hour leg; Rika and Godfrey
Harwood, whose Olympia remained trailer
bound durlng a particularly atrocious week
end; and Shiela and Dr. Gregg of Coventry,
Who managed a little 10000I soaring.

PriVale sailplanes in the club are on the
increase. and in addition to the Kite Jl and
Olympia, Peter Scott now shares a new
Olympia with Harry Daniels, whilst a Kite I
syndicate is almost ready for initial flights.
A ten member syndicate, including Keith
Turner and Maurice Chantrill, has also
been formed, and they are impatiently
awaiting the arrival of a Skylark 11.

Our summer courses continue to make
good prOgress in the hands of Pete Collier.
Who now has over lOO hours' experience on
the site. Our 1,000th course member
arrived on September 3rd and received the
award of a free course.

On the ground side, we have bought a
Land Rover, after trying in vain to stay on a
wildly bucking tractor, and our two sillgle
drum winch.es somehow manage to keep
going. We have abandoned parachutes on
the' cable, as frequently we have had to
launch cross wind, and retrieving a cable
from the woods on one side has proved to be
most unpopular. Our new club house is
making but slow pl'ogress"and it now looks
as though our house warming patty may
have to be combined with a Christmas do.

M.G.

COVENTRY

F
U~Hl' activities at Baginton we~ CUI
tatled for a mondl, partly o~mg to

weather but mainly by work entailed by
C. of A. ·s. Members turned up in force to
give a hand in preparing aircraft for the
Summer Camp'. The workshop looked like
a funeral yard littered with 'dead' bodies
and wings. As a result of driving the ~Iave

gangs we now have a resurrected fleet of
gleaming cream and red aircraft.

The week before the camp Saw all craft
moved to Edgehill by trailer, except the
T.21 which was flown there by Vie Carr and
Louis GlOver. The return journey was com~
pleted in the same manner by Jimmy Joss
and lvor Tarcver. During our month's
holiday we achieved some success ill spite
of bad weather. The ridge gave '5 Hou.rs' lO
Mike Thompsett, lvor Tarver, Ricb.ard
Gregg, lan Croft, Peter Berthe1sen and
10hn Graham who has now completed his
Silver 'C'. M. Thompsett and Heather
Gregg gained 'Cs. There was little therm
ailing, although the T.21 did reach 6,000 ft.

Two aerobatic displays have been given
recently, one by Vic Carr in Dr. Gregg's
Olympia at the Coventry Air Pageant,
during which the guest of honour, King
Feisal of Iraq, showed great interest in the
glider, sitting in it and being shown the
controls.

George Thompson has just resigned from
his post as C.F.I. owillg to the fact that, as
he is soon to be married, he finds that he
has not the time he considers necessary to
give to so responsible a position. Vic Carr,
until now deputy C.F.I., will take over. The
Club extends its grateful thanks to George
for his leadership during the past four years
and wishes Vie every success in his new
position.
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A.H.B.

CROWN AGENTS'

WE have beeR able to afford a welcome
to several members of the Qverseas

civil service this Summer who have been
introduced to the joys of gliding by Derek
Piggott and Derrick Goddard at Lasham.
Unfol'tunately the ,weather has retarded
their full progress, as it cannot be expected
of a man home for only three months' leave
in England that he should spend much more
than a week or so on gilding. Bristow, Ruhl
and Stables, however, aJI from Kenya, are
returning to their duties with a new zest for
life and a determination to add their weight
to the Nairobi club as soon as pOSl)ible.

J.E.G.H.

DERBYSHIRE
&. 'LANe'ASHIRE

D IJRING the last two months we seem to
have had too much weather; this

lamentable excess has rather restricted OUT

activities, and there has been little cross
country flying. But training has gone on
steadjly. and there have been more summer
courses run. as last year, by Phil Leech.
These seem to have fared well and enjoyed

THE
DERBYSHIRE AND LAtlCASHIRE

GUDING CLUB
Campnill

Great HuckJow
Derbyshire,

Initial trammg and soaring
instruction in two-se2ters by
experienced qualified Instructors.

Intermediate and High
l?erformance Flying

Private Owners Accommodated.
'Dormitory and Canteen Facilities and

cornfortableClub House ac<:otnmodation.
Resident Steward and Stewardess.

Well equipped Workshop and
fuU-time Ground Engineer.

w,.;,. 10.. p.z..ticul J ol_",b...1bip to TIH
Sec ta..y.

better weather dUring the week than we had
at weekends.

On SundaY. July 1st, a day which started
with a S. wind and heavy showers, and
finished with the wind W. and still more
rajn, Bemard Thomas 'contacted' and got
well over 6,000 ft. in a flight over the Dams
to the North, but no-one else did so well.
There followed several poor weekends; on
July 25th Ernest Dennison did his five hours
in a Cadet known as The Yellow Peril, of
which he is part owner, the flight finishing
at 9.50 p.m. The next week Wilfred
Hegi..nbotham got his Silver C height with a
flight to 5,400 ft.

On July 28th a party from the club set off
to explore a site in the Lake District; this
expedition (a fuller account of which will
appear separately) was particularly unlucky
with its weather, but returned convinced of
the great scope of the selected site for
magnificent hill-soaring, having managed ,on
the only good afternoon to soar both
Skiddaw and Helvellyn,

On August 5th there was a light. S.E.
wind, and a little patchy cumulus', and
Bernard Thomas set off. crosswind, in the
Sky, hoping to reach the L.ong Mynd and,
if possible, return. But conditions failed to
improve, aDd he finished by reaching Tern
Hill, 45 mile.s away. The same day one of a
party of Cranwell cadets who were visiting
Camphill fOT some hill soaring also went
away, hoping for Silver'C' distance, which
unfortunately he did not Quite achieve. So
unkind has the weekend weath~r been that
this actually ranks as the ,beSl cross-country
day in the last two months.

Later in August Jan Krasnodebski and
Ray Birch both went solo, and on Monday,
20th, Harold Corney did his five hours in
the club Olympia, using thermal. and hill
lift.

The club now has a new c.P.I. Gerry
Smith, as a great many reading this will
know, has been C.F.I. for about tt;:n years
and has been a familiar figure to all those
taking part in the competitions, national
and. international, held al Campnill. He
has given the club invaluable service, and it
was with great regret that his resignation
Was received. The committee asked
Bernard Thomas to take overthe 'position,
and he has now becomeour,C.F.I. He has
been in charge of ab initio training for years,
and. would seem to be a 'natural' for his new
post.
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LONDON
WE have managed to do a considerable

amount of flying this Summer, in spite
of the weatber. Recent Silver 'C's' are those
of Chuck BefItson, Peter Berryman and
H. Kunt'ze. Our Skylark II arrived during
August, and is much in demand, h~ving

already done several cross-country flJghts.
One of these Was by Ron Dodd to Lyneham,
when he reached 7,400 ft. en route.

Another Gold 'C' attempt was by Allan
Slagg in the Meis.e, when 1:e coy;ered 105
miles to East Hornngton. HIs retneve must
rank as one of the most complete: 'fumbles'
ever, as it involved two cars, one of which
broke down, two punctures, and sundry
other ,adventures over a period of 25 hours
out and back.

Conditions for our task flying week were
far from good, but much local soaring was
indulged in by pilots trying to complete the
tasks. John ijveritt and Dick Ruffet entered
a T.21 b, but on account of the strong winds
were prevented from covering any distance
either up"wind or cross-wind, and remained
for many hours in the Dunstable area. At
least the navigator could claim that he was

Midland Gliding Club Ltd.
The """11 "''ttMI • ClKirdl 'St'9UO!' • 'SlwDJ!I.llba
Britain's finest Gliding .ite for TberiDaI, Sl<>pe
and Waye SOaring-237S hours flying in 1'9S4.

First class c1ubhous~ andfaciliti~s.

Club Fleet of Sailplan.. ineludes:
TWO DUAL, CONTROL TWO SEATERS,

TWO PREJiECTS,
TWO OLYMPIAS AND SKYLARK.

Cat"lng-Dormitory A«omrlrodnrion for 50
Annual Snbscription £S.,S,O. Entrance fee: £2.2.0.
County Membership (over lOO miles from site) and
memben ofblher Clllhs.£4.4:0. Ent,anaFu£I.I.O
New melnb...s ..elcome All particulars from.
Sub. Sce. P. A. Macnaghten, 16, BitteU Road,

Barn! Green. Wores.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION LTD..
Dalado AlrfleW, MU....thort. KI...ou·.hl...

Ab·initio training ar Balado Airfield
Hill Soaring at Bishophill, Kinross

10 Club Aircraft inc.luding Two-sealer

Excellenl catering and Dormitory Facililies

Summet' Holid•., e:'oun'5 of sev'n day' dur.'ion
are held each year. Beginners and others are weke",.

SubsulpUon [3-3·D 'EntrY 'Fee [14·Q

LaulK'hes 3"· Soaring 151 • p'Qr hou.

Aerotows 15'· to 2.000 ft.
Write to the Secretary for further details

never lost! Final results of the week were,
Godfrey Lee, 1st; Dan Smith, 2I1d; Dudley
Hiscox, 3rd.

We have lost several members recently
we hope only temporarily-as they have
been posted to Cyprus; Barry Gould and
eoHn Richafdson with the RA.F., and
Mike Riddell with the Army. We wish them
a safe and speedy return. David Spicer has
gone to Canada, where May Marvin
recently spent two months.

Our Summer courses have been full uP.
and have been well bandIed byJohn Everitt
and Peter Berryman, with help from
members who could spare the time. George
ScarbQroqgh has now completed his
I,OOOth hour on glid<:rs-an event which
called for a party. We would like to give a
special word of praiSe to Mrs. Linney 3'nd
her helpers for the really excellent catering
that has been provided. P.F.

MIDLAND

W·E have not maintained the pace set in
our last report, in that no one has

succeeded in covering 300 km., but
nwnerous pilots have tried. Two such

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunst.ble Downs, Sellfordshir.

T.....p"".... DuAUabl.. 4.1... 10"
Ofters site of 140 acres with soaring ridge
lod ,poennl""m hllllgar, c1qp bou...., .or~.bllp$,
dormy houses, licensed bar and restaurant.. '
Clnb fleet includes 3 dual 2 scaters, Skylark II
Sky, Olympia, Prefect, Gruilau 11, and Tutors.
Launching by two drum wincbu lad Aa-o
t.owing. . Link Trl!iner

Resid,ent Instructors and Engineers
FL'nNO INSTKUcnQN EVEJlY DAY

S1XAND TWELVE pAY COURSES
'(ope" la "on-members)

Entrance Fee £6-6-0. Annual subscription £6-6-0
Associat.e Members, (No Entrance) £1. h. Od.

LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE
Lubsm Aerodrame, Nf. Alto.., Ha..t.I.

H£RRIARD 270

under the ItUlflogement 0/ the

SURREY GUDIHG CLUB
(NO~-TH DOWNS GLIDINO TRUST LTD.)

in conjuclion with tM ARMY,
IMPERIAL COLLEGE, and CRoOWN

AGENTS,' GLIDING CLQBS.

Fully staffed and ,quipped forall-lhe-yea,-rollJld
gliding.

SUMMER COURSES 16 ONS. WINTD: 12 '" 14 aNi.
J)etQU. from rM Marta1Ie,
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LAC.

NEWCASTLE

A CCORDING to the ancient proverb, "no
news is good news". If that be true the

news from Usworth must indeed be
excellent-but in truth, in common with the
rest of the country, we have been suffering
from a series of deep depressions, which
have considerably hampered our flying
activities.

The only noteworthy flight in the high
Summer was that by A1an Pratt and J.
Gardner, who were airborne in the T.21b
for an hour, dUTing which they just failed
to reach 6,000 ft. in clOUd.

The club hut which, since the beginning
of our tenancy at Usworth. has had a rather
bare look, recently suffered an invasion by
the ladies. Thanks to the work put in by
Mrs. Beckwith, Mrs. MaTler and Mrs.
Pratt, this dilapidated ex-RA.F. billet has
been converted into a comfortable rest room
where men can congregate and converse
about flying and the weather.

Both M.T. and aircraft committees have
been busy, and their efforts have resulted in
a new Beaverette .and the club Tutor, much
to the satisfaction ·of the 'B' pilots so far
limited to the Cadet with its 3-rninute
circuits.

The rest of the news comes fmm our
party of 14 who visited the Long Mynd
with five aircraft ranging from.a Scud III
to the Kite 11 with mod. cons.'. Our
congratulations go to lan Paul who com
pleted his Silver 'C' with a five hour wave
flighL He related how he contacted the
wave at 3,000 ft. above the launch <!Jld then,
flying at 40 knots, proceeded to eat his way
through his sandwiches up to his maximum
height of 5,600 ft. Many other pilots who
had contacted were dotted along the edge of
the wave cloud. Coming down after 5 hours
was apparently more difficult than going up.
Three Silver 'C' legs-two duration and one
height-were gained by other members of
the party.

OXFORD
A s forecast in the last issue, the Oxford

Club has now moved from Kidlington
which had been our site since 1951. We
managed to get a little soaring, however,
in spite of the weather, and the upset of the
pending move. 'Chuck' Pearson qualified
for his 'C' Certificate in the G.B. W./Cdr.
Holmes soared the Olympia for 15 minutes
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att~mptswere made on July 6th, one by Dr.
Barry Jones, who got as far as Cardington
Airfield, Beds., 109 miles, the other by Ron
Rutherford to Wolverhampton Airport,
both flying Skylark lis. The flights were
made during a very successful camp held
from June 30th to July 7th, in which two
members completed their Silver 'Cs';
Paul Horrell flew to A1vechurch, near
Evesbam, 41 miles, and Dr. John Butler, to
Tamworth, 54 miles, both in Club Olympias.

We entertained the Navy again this year
from July 17th-25th. They had rather poor
weather for the first three days but the latter
half of the course was very good, several
5 hour and height flights being made. A
club member who was also on the course,
Mike Randle, took an Olympia to Honily
Airfield, Warwickshire, 51 miles, to com
plete his Silver 'C'. On July 25th the Navy
sampled wave flying most of the day and
Doe Butler, who took off in the Club
Skylark with the intention of either going
round the triangle (22 miles) Or to the East
Coast, eventually climbed to 13,500 ft. near
Welshpool in a wave and easily accom
plished the triangular flight. He landed
after nearly eight hours in the air and
reported that the climb had taken two hours
in a clear blue sky.

On the fallowing day David Martlew
nearly equalled the previous day's best
height by climbing to )2,500 ft. in the
Skylark, in rather similar conditions.

Good convection coincided with the
August Bank Holiday, and on Saturday
several pilots encountered severe icing at
heights around 9,000 fL in cumulus. The
wind was light westerly. Sunday found us
flying in similar conditions to the day
before, but with an easterly wind and only
the Skylarks. could reach the lift, which in
this wind direction is usually concentrated
near the East slope. Monday was rather
poor but Tuesday's weather rallied
splendidly and small high cumulus dotted
the sky most of the day and all this with
negligible wind r The local triangle was well
used.

John Simpson organised a camp from
August 11 th-18th, which produced )69
hours flying, but not a lot of the exciting
kind, although Charles Green did manage
40 miles on one day.

Flying totals so far this year amount to
2,000 hours from 3,000 launches, which is
running about the same as the last two good
years. J.H.



in the late evening of what proved to be our
last day's flying from Kidlington. As this
was only his second solo flight, however,
he was not able to claim his 'C' Certificate.

On July 28th, ably assisted by No. 47
Squadron's Tiger Moth from. Abingdon,
which aero-towed the Olympia and G.B.
acrosS, the Cll,lb transferred its activities to
Weston-on-the-Green R.A.F. Station which
is about four miles out from Kidlingt,on off
the main Bicester Road.

We are indebted to Group Captain
Griffiths (Officer Commanding R.A.F.
Abingdon) for obtaining permission for us
to operate from Weston. In fact we could
not have wished for mOre generous assist
ance both in making the move and pro
viding us with the best available facilities at
Weston. The field is larger than at
KidlingtoD and we are able to get several
hundred feet higher on the launch. The
pr~sence of a cafe and garage a few yards
from the station entrance is another useful
asset.

Having no powered machines operating,
we hope to be able to use an additional
cable run in due course in an effort to speed
up the launching rate for the two-seater.

In the meantime we again extend a cordial

invitation to members of other clubs to visit
us at our new site.

D.W.H.R.

SCOTTISH G.U.

O UR search continues for a new site. The
most recent possibility is a piece of

ground about four miles east of Balado,
from which it would be possible to soar to
Bishophill fr,om a win€h launch in a West or
South-West wind and Benarty Hill to the
south in a North wind. Inquiries are being
made.

Twice this year there have been two
Cross-country flights on the same day, an
event likely to be repeated frequently now
that we have another (brand new) Olympia.
On April 15th, Tom Davidson took the
Olympia across the Forth to Livingstone
(25 miles) and Charlie Ross flew the
Krajanek 40 miles to his home, collecting
his height on the way with a 7,000 ft. climb
in cloud. He completed his Silver 'C' a
month later by soaring from Balado to
Bishophill and doing his five hours. A party
flying the Cadet on the Hill on the same day
produced five ·C's'.

A week after our new Olympia arrived,
Jimmy Rae took it to Fordoun (62 miles) to

The drawings on this
and the following
page are by H. Hailstone
of the Southdown Gliding

Club.
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complete his Silver 'C' and establish a new
club record. Charlie Ross set out after him
in the other Olympia, but the thennals gave
out and he landed at Kirriemuir (40 miles)
in some very tough country indeed.

Two mOre five hours were perfonned
over BishophilI 01) March 4th by Bill
Adamson in the Olympia and lan Dodds in
the Krajanek. Bill also collected his height
leg, climbing to 7,500 ft. in wave.

Although only one flight of note was
achieved, the Club's Easter trip to Oban
was a great success, and we are hoping to
return there in the summer for a week. The
airfield we used is an old wartime one,
among quite magnificent scenery, and has a
built-in soaring slope at the north end of the
runway. We were able to make use of this
on the last day we were there, and Andrew
Thorburn climbed to 4,000 feet in wave in a
two hour Olympia flighL

Peter Seott, the well-JmoWtl artist and
naturalist, visited us on June 23rd and 24th
and performed exemplary circuits in our
Tutor. Having sampled the comforts of the
canopy on our T.2l he hopes to persuade
his friends in the Bristol Couh to invest in
this boon to chilly bird-men.

D.H.

SOUTHDOWN

SINCE moving last year from Friston, on
the cliff top hear Eastbourne, to the

present site near Firle Beacon the member
ship of the club has greatly increased, and
the amenities have been improved. We now
have 139 members, of whom about 76 are
active flying members.

The latest acquisition is a new hangar,
which will accolIUUodate four aircraft fully
rigged. This is situated near the car park at
the top of the Bentley Drivers' Club test
hill. A small Nissen hut h,as also been
erected to serve as a workshop and store.

The club house is in a large barn at the
foot of the hill. For this thanks are due to a
kindly disposed local fanner. He has in
addition given the club the use of a cottage
to serve as the men's bunkhouse, and this
has now been redecorated throughout.
Meals can be obtained, by arrangement, at
reasonable priees at the farmhouse.

Flying takes place every week-end, and
the field on the downs overlooking Alfriston
is large enough for winch-launching in any
wind direction, usual heights attained on the
launch being between 700 and 80D feeL
Northerly winds, most common, of course,
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in the Winter months, give ideal soaring
conditions along the ridge. Crossing the
gapS aI~ng th~ South Down ridges presents
some dIfficulties, but a few mortth8 ago '0ur
c.F.L, David Parsey, sucoeeded in reaching
West Meon, near Petersfield, a distance of
54 miles. This betters the flight by Chris
Hughes on January 2nd, 1955, which was
described in the Spring issue of GLIDING
for that year, and also beats Robert
Kronfeld's flight to Portsmouth in 1930.

We run coUrses from time to time for
non-members, and visitors, especially from
other clubs, are welcome-all the more if
they arrive in their OWI1 aircraft.

H.W.W.H.

SURREY AND
IMPERIAL COLLEGI

I N spite of the wintry conditions of this
Summer, we are well up on launches,

hours and miles over last year. This is
rnaialy due to increased activity on Week
days, when it is not unusual on a good day
for the whole dub fleet to be airborne. The
figures fQT the first eight months of the year
are: Launches, 15,805; Hours, 2,674;
Cross<ountry miles, 6,339. Toe corres
ponding figures for the first dght months of
1955 Wefe: Launches, 12,923; Hours, 2,162;
Miles, 3,652.

Recent attempts On the 'Dog-leg' Gold
'C' distance have been made by J. R.
MaCkenzie and D. Kerridge, who both
managed 166 miles. Dave Kerridge, and
Paul Minton, led an expedition in July to
Jugo-Slavia, retllrning by way of Zell.am
Zee and the Wasserkuppe.

On July 28th we held lj, very successful
"At Home"at which we entertained many
friends and V.I.P.'s from far and near. The
gliding demDnstration -organised by Lame
Welch was run to an exact timGtable and
was greatly applauded. (A full report
appeared in the issue of "Flight" for
August 10th.)

Our caterers, Mr. and Mrs. 'Bunny
Rawlinson, are on the point of departure, as
they are emigrating to Australia. They have
done a fine job of work during the past two
seasons, in rather difficult condi'tions, and
we are sorry to' see them go. We wish them
all the best in their new life 'down under'.

Our customary Christmas Party will be
held this year on Saturday, December 15th,
When we hope to welcome at Lasham many
of our friends from other clubs. RT.

ULsnR

D URlNG July and August, weather oon
. . ditions have not been especially kind,

and it was not until late in July tbat cloud
base lifted sufficiently above the ridge to
permit soaring. On the last day of July,
however, after a week-end of violent storms
Liddell drove t,he 70 mil~s to Magilligah
with a scratch crew, and satisfied his soaring
appetite with a four hours' flight during
which he atnrined 3,500 ft.

During August 8cveral flights of from one
to t.wo hours were made, landings being
made generally ,in the soft sand above high
water mark. Beck, Hesslil'l and Rountree
all had good flights.

W.L.

WESSEX I.A.F.

T HE weather has not been kind to anybody
re;;ently, but we have had our moments.

In June's strong weekend winds we used
Inkpen quite a lot, Jim Brimfield, Lofty
Eldridge and Arthur B'raybon all getting
their Silver 'C' duration, though not quite so
easjly a8 it llppears in print. On the day
Lofty got his, Andy's usual placid briefing
persuaded the TJ;easurer that the evil
looking scud slid.ing moi~tily throug.h their
hail' was really two hundred feet furthel' up,
and off went our financial expert to prove
it. "If y@u get into cloud, just keep heading
Notth", had said Andy, but after some
pregnant minutes the G:ronau re-appeared
shamefacedly from the South, -and Frank
said he'd just like to sit quiet for a bit if
nobody minded, and work it all out.

Lofty did his five hours when it lifted a
little, but reported later that he'd spent a lot
-of hi8 time flying by ,the modified horizon
visible through the four inch square panel
in the side of the Olympia's canopy.

We gave passenger flights at R.A.F.
Andover's Garden Party one Saturday in
aid of the Clement Dane Fuad, and al
though the weather was very pOOl', there
was never any lack of customers. It was a
good example of what can be done with an
efficient team, for with two glideTS (our own
Falcon and a Sedbergh borrowed Irom
Bicester, for which we were most grateful),
we achieved 59 launches in just 3t hours.
We used two winches and one retrieving
vehicle, as is our eusotm, flights being
aI'cmnd fi~e minutes. I think we enjoYed
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this high pressure operation as much as the
customers enjoyed the flying, and it enabled
us to hand over £9 to the fund. Andy
Gough and S./Ldr. Scorer did most of the
flying, and their spot landings were a joy to
watch.

Air Commodore Moore got his Silver 'C
height during July, and Petty Officer Turner
and young Laoouchere, a cadet from
Mallborough College, their 'C', but
attention was beginning to turn to the
R.A.F. Championships by this time and
our very hardworked sailplanes began to
.assume strange colours and unfamiliar,
gleaming countenances.

For us, the championships proved
successful but a trifle frustrating. there being
only four real competition days. We had
Andy Gough flying his Lasham Olympia in
the Ad..anced Class, and in ,the Intermediate
Class, 'No Trouble At All' Scorer in a very
smart, canopied Grunau recently and
beautifully repaired by Ottley Motors,
Frank AlIen in another, less trim Grunau,
and W./Cdr. Kearon and J./T. Brimfield
sharing a Sedbergh very kindly lent to us by
the Royal Air Force. -

Organisation at Netheravon was much
on Lasham lines, a camp being established
and a very good, spirit prevailing despite the
wild weather.

The first Competition Day made up for
the gales of the previous three days and
Andy flew to Hawkinge, where he landed in
order to be sure of an aeTO-tow back, only
to be extremely put out to see two Olyrnpias
sailing smartly past on their Way to Deal
and Dover respectively. S./Ldr. ScOrer got
to Tunbridge Wells on this day, Alien to
Arundel, and W./Cdr. Kearon to Lasham
(almost!). .

Two bad days followed, then a free
distance which seDteverybody on the fairly
short run South to the sea, and again on the

day follOWing only with a bit of Easting
added. AlIen, after four vain attempts to
get away, finally caught the last cumulus of
the dying day and gained as his reward one
long,long glide from 7,200 feet into Odiham
where F./Lt. Swaffer, of Windrushers, very
soon joined him.

On the last Competition Day, AlIen was
fortunate enough to get away early, just in
front of a storm which grounded the rest of
his class, and he flew North to Stow-in-the
Wold before the nimbus got him.

Final results gave Windrushers first place
in the hA" Class with Andy a close seCond,
and in the "B" Class we took the first three
places with Scorer, AlIen and Kearon/
Brimfield, in that order.

On Sunday, August 12th, Andy put on an
aerobatic display by invitation for a
recorded LT.V. programme at Kenley,
where his manoeuvres in the OLympia were
much enjoyed by the large crowd.

R.B.L.

WEST AFRICA

WHAT is thought to be the first gliding
club in West Africa was formed at a

meeting held in Acera on August 17th last. A
committee oftive under the chairmanship
of Lt.-Col. R. E. S. Skelton (retd.) was
elected to investigate the whole situation
particularly the financial situation!-and
report back to a general meeting of
members. Launches will be by car-tow from
the flat open grasslands at a site provision
ally approved by the Civil Aviation
Authorities about 15 miles north-east of
Accra.. There are many problems yet to be
overcome but if all goes well we expect to be
flying some sort of two seater by ~rly 1957
with perhaps an intermediate single seater
for those members with the necessary
experience. P.G.B.

Ad'.rtl,~_"r.wlllt r""",itlalfU should be unllo CMlron 'r~1I Lld., J, Cork SI.• !..onJoff. W./. (REG~lIl (677)
J«a/~ 4J. Mr word. Minirruan 5f-. Bo:Jt numb.,. 2s. U/ra. R<p/lu 10 Box nrunwz .ItoMldbe"," ID IM _ adllr.u.

WANTED

WANTED. Primary trainer or single
seater glider with trailer; please send details,
photograph, and cost ,of transporting to
Cape Town, to Hon. Sec. Gliding Club P.O.
Box 179, Chingola. N. Rhodesia.

PUBLICAnONS

"SOARING"-Official organ of the Soar
ing Society of America. Edited by R. C.
Forbes, British Gliding Champion 1951.
Obtainable fromSoaringSociety ofAmerica,
Inc., Post Office Box 71. Elmira, N.V. apply
to your Post Office for a currency form.
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WORLD GLIDING

1956

Normalair Lightweight Oxygen Equipment
was fitted to Ihe Sling.by Sailplane th.t won the
World'. multi-.eat,er Gliding Cl,.mpion.hi,p for
Britain in the 1956 World Gliding Championships.

The perfornlancc of the equipment nude it
possible [or the meteorological conditions and the
aerodynamic qualities of the glider to be exploit.
cd to the full.

Norm.lair Lightweight Oxygen Equipment
can b., supplied for all gliders single or multi
seater. and it gives all the advantages of a
complete $,ystcln with the nliniolufil of cost,
weight and complexity.



Ho. 4 Arrival on Mare•
.. Shewlnl the Flac" and

.. EBtlbllehlnl friendly relatione
with the Hatlv""!

In the conquest of Outer Space

. DOCKERS' AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
.-~ will be there .. .

DOCKER BROTHERS. BIRMINGHAM 18.Te'. EDQbaaton 4111

MANUFACTURERS OF SURFACE COATINGS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
OVERSEAS REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT THE WORLD




